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Preface

Since the World Congress of Ministers of Education on
the Eradication of Illiteracy, held in Teheran in Septem-
ber 1965, a number of Unesco Member States have been
making determined efforts to reduce the scale of illitera- °

cy and toniake literacy andpost-literacy work an essen-
tial element of development and social change.

With financial assistance from, the United Nations De-
velopment Programme (UNDP) nd with Unesco's tech-
nical co-operation, some twenty Member States have
participated in the ExperiMental World Literacy Pro-
greime (EWLP), trying out new literacy concepts and
te.chniques, particularly in th/ field of functional lit-
eracy.

This Programme required a cOnsiderable effort with
regard to the training of personnel since literacy activi-
ties, seen from this new angle, required a large number
of instructors, who have had to adopt an approach, some-
what different from that of the traditional teacher and
to possess the skills necessary for relating the training
process to the actual living conditions of the adults in-
volved in it.

pperational seminars, the principles and methodology
of which were worked out and applied through the
efforts of Unesco, have in recent years become an impor-
tahtmeans for training personnel- for national literacy
programme0Vhile the techniques employed were already
well known as a practical tool of the social sciences
in general and of a teaching method involving participant
activity in particular, the over-all Conception on which
operational seminars are.ilased undoubtedly constituted
a genuine educational, innovation.

The fundamental principles and essential pedagogical
methods of both functional literacy and operational
seminars for the training of the personnel engaged in
such worlhave been publicized by Unesco in two worlcis
of a practical and standard-setting nature, which tphe re
der is ftrongly recommended to consult1. It seemed u e-
ful to supplement this information by a more descrip ive
study, designed to make widely known the conceptual.
basis, organization, contents and results of certain of the
operational seminars held so far.

This study is mainly intended Mr 'adult educators,
teachers, engineers and technicians in industry and agri-

_, culture in charge of illiterate workers, international and
national specialists responsible for the launching and
running of literacy programmes, and more generally for
all who take an interest in the work which is being done
to link education to development.

It was prepared by Marcel de Clerck, who has worked
for Unesco for more than 20 years as a specialist in adult
education and literacy. In this capacity he has personally
taken part in the organizition-and running of numerous
operational seminars, which adds'an aUthentic personal
touch to many parts of the study,

The views expressed in the body of the work are, how-
ever, the author's own and do not necessarily reflect
those of Unesco.

1. See: Practical guide to functional literacy, Paris, Unesco, 1972;
The tralhing of funciOnal literacy personnel A practical
guide, Paris, Unescol 1973.
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ten 1

Intr4ductiort to tj.pperationaI seminar
oNiferacy work

a

WHAT IS AN 9PERATIONAL SEMINAR ?

The operational seminar is an innovation arising directly
out of the Experimental World Literacy Programme
(EWLP). It was designed as a means of disseminating
the results of the Experimental Programme in the field
or the methodology of development-linked literacy
work. As such, it relies on the techniques of method de-
monstration and of demonstration by results. In other
words, the rurpose is flirt to put across formulae, prOce-
dures or concepts in the abstract, by means of lectures,
ex cathedra courses or the study of documents, but to
carry'out activities inthe field, ino real-life situation.
The operational seminar does nOt set out with a pre-
established definition of funCtional literacy. The paid,
cipants themselves formulate their own definition on the
basis of their own experience in the field during the sem-
inar and discover the basic principles which guide litera-
cy work and determine its methods in the same way.
The actual problems occasioned by the participation of
men and women in a development scpeme detem.ine the
programmes,- the content and the educational methoritS
and procedures to be used. The reactions and attitudes _

. -
of these men and women td the instructional activities

re p ar e d for their benefit provide the basis for evalua-
ting the educational work done. By the end of the opera-
tional seminar the participants, through their involve-

irnent n a common task, will have acquired the same ba-
sic conceptions with regard to functional literacy. They
will speak the, same language, which can only be aciquir-
edlsby sharinga common experience. Having devis6d and
applied in practice a functional literacy programme, in
contact with the living realities of the field, the partici-
pants will have gained the slfflls, knowledge and know-
how necessary for laUnching 'and running a full-scale
operation of this kind. They will have been instrumental '/
in training drerNelvelje

Thus the ope?ational seminar may be defined as a
method of training, beginning with the training of those
responsible for planning and preparing functional litera-
cy programmes,- or Vetter stilt as a method of self-train-

-/J

0

ing. Each participant learns by himself, "by methods
qombining, within the act of learning, practical activities
and the theoretical elucidation of those activities" 1. The
,facts prove that there is no better teacher than experience
acquired in and thrOughaction,lhan knowledge and
know-how that have been directly experienced.

Although different approaches may be adopted to
meet the requirementg of specific forms of action, the
operational seminar may be described as a training exer-
cise which enables the participants to.,experience, on a
reduced time-scale but in a real situation, the sequence
and correlation of operations, which, taken together,
constitute the process of literacy work linked to deve-
lopment, whether the development be predominantly
economic, social or cultural. Like research workers ope-
rating in problem situations, the participants rediscover
for themselves, through an individual and group effort,of
research and analysis, an educational strate gearedlo a
-development strategy and the undTment Cepts of a
new type of literacy woil The acquire direct experience
of ways of preparing and shap g a "made-to-measurN
programme rooted in the requ rements of a specific
milieu, and a practical knowled Of experimenting with
educational activities and assessing the various %dors in
the learning processes. It is thus &situational iliethod,
combining analysis and action to arrive at a formulation
of educational methdds-Arid-procedures and a definition
of the principles underlying action. Theories and con-
cepts are constantly held up for comparison with the
practical realities of a particular environment. Conse2
quently the operational seminar is a full-scale self-direct- ,
ed experiment. It is only by doing that one learns to do.

The most appropriate working method the prob-
lem-solving dpproach. Each stage in the operational se-
minar takes the form of a problem which the partici-
pants have to solve before moving on the next stage.

1. Unesco, The training of functional.literacy personnel
practical guide, Paris, 1973, p.9.
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OBJECTIVES 0.' THE OPERATIONAL SEMINAR

The objectives of most operational seminars to date take
the form of a secies of Problems to be solved in the field,
which may be formulated as follows : ,

1. What should be the plate of a literacy.programme
in the context of a programme of development, whether
chiefly economic or chiefly socio-cultural ?

2. How can a strategy be prepared for literacy work
viewed.as a component in a development'Undertaking..-?

3. How are the developrnent objectives to be.reflect-
ed in terms of education and training ? ,

4. How, on the basis of a given situation, can literacy
programmes be p epared and shaped which come up to
the needs and ex ectations of adults and to their intel-
lectual, technical d occupational level ?

5. How are th instructors to be trained or retrained?
6. How can th various factors involved in the learn-

ing processes be i entified and assessed ?
Each of these bjectives has a corresponding number

of skills, essential to the education programrm, which
must be acquired. hus the participants have to under-
take a series of re arch efforts leading tol rediscove
of the concept of I teracy.

... The objectives re related to the actual training o
instructors and oth r persona responsible for functional

, literacy programm s, but the organization of an opera-
tional seminar can so fulfill more general objectives,

1 such as :
1. demonstratin to the national authorities the value

and iiiiportance of functional literacy element within a
development schem for educating the population con-
cerned towards a be ter understanding of, and more ef-
fective Participation in, development programmes desi=
gned for their benefi ;

2. promoting the oncept of the operational seminar
as a method of traini i g for development.

Alongside these pr motional activities, whose purpose
is to disseminate the results of the Expelimental

p.
World Literacy Progr ime, many operational seminars
also include aspecish ving a bearing on applied research.
The aim is not just tO ediscover or repeat`the achieve-
ments of the Experimental Programme, bUt to build on

,work already carried out elsewherer.-The seminar held at
Catalagan, Philippines (March and Apri11974) was al-
most entirely devoted to applied research in a virtually
unexplored field that of post-literacy follow-up work.
Its objectives included an attempt to answer the follow-
ing questIon : What edt4cational activities cA help to
create a literate" Milie ?

THE PARTICIPANTS

As-a method of training f
al seminar is in f t inten
tars involved i .the proce

pment effort. It implies the participation
onsible for the content Of development pro-

r develop
ed for
es of inn

ent, the operation-
dres and instruc-

iation necessitated \
by any deve
of thpe res

,

,

grammes those who determine what has to be done in
order toi attain the objectives of development and
also of 4.hos responsible for introducing among the
populations concerned the innovations contained in
hese programmes, whether they are technical or are

concerned with changing the behaviour of individuals.
Depending on the type of development undertaking
which forms the backiround to- the activities of the
seminar, such persons will include agricultural techni-
cians (agronomists, agricultural extension workers),
health technicians (doctors, health educators), adult
educators (specialists in programme design, production
of teaching materials, training: evaluation, citizen organi-
zation, instruction, supervision, etc.), and social scien-
tists (sociokigists, Social psychologistes, economists,

. . .
psychologistes), etc.

WORKING METHODS

'From the first day, the participants in an operational
seminar are divided into multidisciplinary teams. Each
team includes educators, development technicians and
social scientists..A "zonNf activity" generally a com-
munity, is assign&kto. each team to operate in; in this
way,it comes face to face,ip the field,with real-life prob-
lems. In contrast to the conventional type of seminar,
where information is exchanged on an environment or
situations which are very Ilrgiently unfamiliar to the
majority of participants, the operational seminar produ-
co an exchange of knowledge concerning a practical and
immediate problem* in an environment and situatimaa-
mlliar to all the participants. The.problem has to be solv-
ed. Hoyt ? Knowledge alone is not enough. The exchange
of views will alsb cover know-how, practical ways of ac-
tually solving the problem commorao all the partici-
pants. It is in this respect the multidisciplinary approach
proves particularly 'rewarding. In this way, by actually
taking part, development educators and technicians find
out how social scientists prepare the instruments for an
investigation of the milieu and diagnose a problem situ-
anon. In this way, too:Social scientists and development
technicians co-operate in preparing programmes and tea- -
ching materials and take part in testing and evaluating
them, whilst educators and social scientists learn from

e technicians the strategy and procedures of a develop-
ment operation as well as the obstacles to such action
which may arise among the population. Engaged in a
common endeavour, educators, development ttchniciant
and social scientists work together, applying their respec-
tive skills,to achieve a common aim.

Each team is respons.ble for settling matters of inter- ,

nal organizations. It is ree to choose its own methods
and draw up a thne able. The only limitation is that
imposed by the duration of the seminar. By the closing
date, each team nust have completed all the phases
included in the eduthtQnal action process:

Some operational s, minars are non-directed, others
semi-directed, and yet others are deliberately subject



to direction. "Non-directivity" is an advantage when
participants include highly qualified specialists. In such
cases,.each team draws up its own methodological ap-'
proach on the basis of discussion, without the assistance
Of the experts assigned to the seminar. The latter are dis-
tributed aniong the various teams as participants, and -

proter themlechnical services in the same way as the
other team rnembersfihey address.the-seminar only at
its opening, in order to xplain the techniques of the
exercise and to-provide, general information on its func-
tioning, ancrat plenary sessions, where they make a cri-
tical analysis op the work of thegroups. Non-directivity
also has the advantage of stimulating a spirit of initiative
and creativity in both groups and indlOduals and of pro-
moting a wide variety of approaches, vethods and tech-
niques. It enables the members of each group to direct '

their own training by methods they have devised them-
selves* ago creates a most constructive spirit of emula-
tion between the various teams which very often gives
rise to innovations and original contributions in the ,
sphere of methodology. The members of one team feel
impelled to take an interest in the activities of other
teams, thus promoting a flow of information amning all
the participants.

In "semi-directed" seminars, the experts_act as tech-
nical advisers. They are not team members and partici-'
pate in the work of the-groups only at the letter's re-
quest, to clarify specific issues or to provide technical
information and suggestions. Their role consists in guid-
ing and s)ipervising the progress of the work progranune
t key points in the methodologieal process. A semi-

directed seminar requires very frequent working sessions
attended by all the teams. The expert advisers sum,up
the activities of the groups and supply the participants
with the information or clarifications requested.

In directed operational seminars, the expert guide
the sequence of operations step by step, proposing par-
ticular methods or technical wedures. The Partici-
pantNre_often reduced to the 'Ne of executants, pains-
takingly carrying out the instructions of the experts.
Directivity inevitably leads to uniformity in the ap-
proaches adopted by the teams. A direct operational ,

seminar runs the tisk of degenerating very rapidly into
a seminar of experts rather than a seminar of partici-
pants.

STAGES OF AN OPERATIONAL SEMINAR 1.

An operational seminar comprises a series of stages link-
ed one with the other and covering the whole of an edu-
cational process. Each of the stages, which are listed be-
low, constitutes a training theme;

a. analysis of the 'development programme of which
the educational operation forms part, and identification
of problem situations constituting obstacles to its satis-
factorKimplementation;

b: "sounding". of the local milieu;

c. study of the characteristics of the participating
adults;

d. translation of identified local problems and needs
info educational objectives, and definition of the con-
tent and methods of the educational activities;' '

e. study of the characteristics of the instructors;
f. preparation of the educational programme and .

production of teaching materials;
g. guidance for the instructors;
h. testing afid eValuation of the educational actiyities.
Experience has shown that a minimum of three

week's work is required to cover all the stages of'the
educational process, to enable each team to experience
them out in the field and to study the themes involved
in detail with the concentration required. Efforts have
certainly ireen made to reduce the length of operational
seminars : that held in Tillaberi, in Niger, only lasted for
ten working days, as it was intended for cadres who, on
account of the demands of their woqc, could not be ab-
sent for longer, but the participants Considered that the
seminar had been too short to allow them to examiiie all
the problems they wished to solve as thoroughly as
they would have whished to dO.

The reader will frild in annex II, as an illustration, an
example of the programme of work of.an operational se-
minar lasting for three weeks. Most of the operational
seminars held up to the present, with a few exceptipns,
have followed this pattern. It should, however, be stress-
ed that a programlne of work has only an indicative value:
its application may vary according to the specific sit-
uations unforeseeable at the inititl stage which each

team will have to deal with.

THE FINAL REPORT

The final report of an operational seminar isnot an ac-
count of what has been said during Meetings, as in a sem-
inar of the conventional type, but of the work done by
each team, in the field, when up against the living reali-
ties of the environment. It is usually of a descriptive and
analytical nature. It describes how each team has operat-
ed, the reasons for adopting a particular approach, the
reasoning underlying the -way in which the activities
were carried out and the positive or negative results ob-
tained. Each team nOminates one or more rapporteurs to
draft its ieport, which is usually submitted to the Cena-
ry meetiAgs once a week. The fmal report is distributed

-to the participants in its defmitive form at the closure of
the seMinar something of great psychological impor-
tance and 'also quite an achievement when one considers
the often difficult working conditions in the villages con-
cerned, which are frequently isolated and lacng in the
most elementary facilities. Whatever its imperfections of
style and form, the final report constitutes an invaluable
methodological guide. Like a methodological guide, it is
drafted in an impersonal, anonymous style, usually--
avoiding any anetdothl (Is personal references. The final

7



report in fact combines all the weekly reports of the var-
ious teams, the information documents submitted to the
seminar as well as the usual annexes such as the program-
me of activities; the list Of papticipants, etc. The final re-
port is usually a fairly bulky document of 200 to 300
typewritten pages. . .

Acertain number of reports also contain a summary
of the activities of the operational seminar. This is usual-
ly a document which, while surnmarizing'the work car-
ried out by the various teams of participants, stresses the
differences in the educational approaches, Methods and
procedures adopted liy each team, differences which re-
suit from the non-direCtive nature Of most of these oper-
ational seminars. It constitutes in fact a comparative ana-
lysis of the activities undertaken by tke teams, a critical
appraisal of tlie various ways in Which they have ap-
proached the successive stages Of the educational process
And fif the results they have obtained. T! Unesco Re-
gional Office. for Education in Alia (Ba .,,,ok) has pub-
lished as a separate document this part of hie final re-
po f( of the operational seminar held in IndonesiS in
1973 on functional literacy and family- education.

7,

THE BEGINNINGS

From the initial stages of the Experimental World Liter-
acy PrOgramme, divergences in the interpretation of the
concept of functional literacy and in the methods of
applying it became apparent among the experts assigned -

to the various experimental projects. Some considered
that tqlrender the programmes functional, it was enouiph
to organize; in the context of a development project,

(literacy courses of the conventional type at the place of
work, in the factory or, in the agricultural co-operative;
others thought it sufficient to substitute a technical NO-
cabulary, frequently academic, of the older type of liter-
acy course; still others thought it sufficient to follow up
an ordinary literacy course by vocational training ses-
sions. In some cases, it was even considered that func-
tionality was,a purely pedagogical question which only
concerned the literacy specialist of the team of experts.

In fact, the conceet of functional literacy was a new
discovery, a distinctive new departure for which no
precedent existed. The World tonference of Ministers
of Education On the Eradication of Illiteracy which met
in Teheran in Septsmber 1965 had indeed indicated a
number of working, hypotheses, the main one being
literacy training lea1ling to vocational or technical tr
ing could, subject to certain prerequisites, become
important factor in promOting development. It was on

'the basis of this hypothesis that the specialists assigned
to the Experimental Programme were obliged to invent
approaches, work out a m4odology and plot the couise
of an educational activity conJ6ive,d in relation to fix-
ed objectives andparticular problems.

It was inevitable, and indeed to be expected, that di-
vergent view points should have-emerged among the spe-
cialists. Unfortunately, the existence of sometimes con-

1 0

cone",
tradictory interpretations of the vetfrae teanr., "I' func-
tional literacy within one and the 53-0f the b. °1 experts
seriously hampered the preparation,,ects. Togtanirries r
of action for the experimental PrOrariment9 for
years after the Jaunching of the 7.ftile exi;;" World
Literacy Progranune, Unesco notee%iie orion-aienee Of 3
considerable discrepancy between'9,-becorne Objectives
and the actual achievernenti'. it haung in ti;r8ently ne'
cessary to bring the specialists vv°1;00 and a-e new to
some consensus on, the interpreteti:ad alrerti'Phicatinn
of functional literacy. Experience Pf.,e did n,; s hown
that seminars of the conventiOnal tYfrving a en' Provide
the most appropriate means of dal" 'nractieaincept and
forelating, from an analysis oT feOnsequelv
ces stemnfing from that concept, P;ntlicult tr.001. action
and operational methods, it being " judge; tltove
from the realm of theory and absntercornents to ttt3, t
of concrete action in the field. To °,;(1.g of int:us difficnr
ty, Unesco organized a special meealists fn;rtiationat
and national functional literacy sPeo. Its 1a MaY
to 5 June 1970 at Ain. Kettena, Ton'1artni4"°tk Was
based on the actual activities of the f three nrcmunftY
and on the development problems ?tives''' -.-teitype co"
operative undertakings "prd-cooPet:firee the re.
gion. The participants, divided into ""ciai scie
nary groups comprising educators, st'opient tntitsts and
agricultural co-operation and develcl studie,clirlicians,
worked in the field the whole time es -"" itk nb-"'aplin ana -
lems and needs: Educational prop and nlaterial
were prepared to suit these prbble4,1,1111ough01;ek and
were tried out in literacy classes.

th
thective

ses.

one organizing its own training it had le
dg e lin;ts' each :3sion, e groups worked on a non-rn'

chosen.
The operational seminar was bort:t:e Regiermi
In September of the same year, Areas nT, ,rceritre

for Functional Literacy in the R0,!:`-,t operatin tin
America (CREFAI.,) organizedits yr-bers f01 sea'
inar, with the assistance of staff inell.its usual
Headquarters, in the framework otiocluditiv?tIrrco
The 126 participants in the seminal -were c4jv1;tainee5
from 21 Latin American countries' cion c1 into 4"
four teams. Two teams worked hill, near 61ties
living on the shores of Lake Patzcnec-o'rojeet kt,7PAL,
in the framework of a developmellt;teanis v,,-`°Wri as
the Lerma Plan, while the two othe'ptith of ked in
the region of the hot-lands, 150 krn..sitinyed thgtzcoua-,
ro, in rural communities which hart 9 der the e benefits
of the agrarian reform undertaken nlips of thr:sidencY
of General Cardenas. The four voluni-pri the WIttal re.
yor We:}$_,handed to the participants °stbg daY
of b;1/4?p-estational seminar. ,,flog for

JanuaryA971, the Regional -tates (A,,etionat
Li in kkgal Areas for the-101"60verne,'PECO
orgiiiied, -gt 'the invitation Of the d MedartiltIt of
Sudan, an operational seminar at W!.g held in Hs' '00 Ian

-"iou.th of Khartoum. This seminar `0*:..icultural".Le frarne-
work of one of the mosit-ambitiou5 1,1, the
ment projects in this part of the 0" eir



Scheme, in the province of the Blue Nile. Apart from the
ASFC experts and staff members from Unesco Head-
quarters, specialists froinTgypt, Iraq. Jordan, the Libyan
Arab Republio and Democratic Yemen as well as staff
membersof the League of Arab States and the Food and
Agricultural Organization (FAO) took part in this method-

.
ological exercise.

The work of the operational seMinar was set down in
two voluminous reports of approximately 600 pages
each, one in Arabic and the other in English; both were
handed to the participants on the closingday of the sem-
inar. The inunediate result o if.,1,w4atter was a decision on
the part of the authorities responsible for the Gezira .
Scheme to carry on the work begun by the seminar by its
own means and gradually to extend its sphere of action

I to the whole territory covered by the Scheme.
The CREFAL and ASFEC seminars made a valuable

contribution to the elaboration of the training methods
employed by the two regional centres and their regular
courses were totally recaSt. Since then, the training pro-
.grammes brought down in duration from sixsto three

months comprise three parts : an introduction to the
theory and methodology of functional literacy; an oper-
ational seminar, which is the real huh pf the training sys-
tem, allowing theory and pr*tice to Ibe combined in
sfiyenldtheexsipserience.; and a .period for closer scouting and

Finally, operational seminars have enabled CREFAL
and ASFEC to undertake a genuine'regionalization of
their activities which I6d formerly beenlconfined to the
immediate neighborhood of the centres. Thanks to oper-
ational seminars, the two centres were in a position to
organize seminirs in the countries of each region in the
very placers where the need for functional litgacy action
was actually'felt, i.e. in the framework of devilnpment
projects.

The list of the operational seminars organized either
by CREFAL following its reorganization or by various
Latin Anierican countries with the assis.tance of
CREFAL appears below :

Country "
0,

Place Date

1. Costa Rica Turrialba March 197.1

2. Mexico Celaya (Guanajiiil) May 1971

3. Venezuela Acarigua (Portuguesa) June 1971

4. Mexico Lombardia (Michoacán) ;June 1971

5. Colombia Barranquilla August 1971

6. Colohthia Sevilla (Magdalena) August 1971.

MexiCo Pueblkiy October 1971

8. Mexico Apatzingin (Michoadin) October 1971

9. Colombia San Gil (Santander) Oct-Nov. 1971

10: Paraguay Caeguazir Nov-Ded. 1971

11. Panama Veraguas - January 1972

12. -Guatemala Sololi February-March 1 972

13. Guatemala Solold Ma-rch 1972

14. Mexico San Cristóbal de las.Casns April-May 1972
(Chiapas)

15. **Ecuador Lacatunga June 1972

16. Argentina ° Santiago del Estero July 1972

1 1

Contex V

agricultural co-operatives

agricultural development

agricultural development

agricultural development

agricultural devel opment

agricultural development

agricultural development

agricultural development

agrarian reform (INCORA)

rural settlement (DAYEA)

development of indan communities
to

do-oPeratives (basic evaluation)

co-operatives (programming of educa--*
tional action) (

integrated rural development in'ten
indian communities

rural development

rural development (Rio Dulce co-oper-
ative project)



".1

Count ry

Nicaraliva

18. ,Peru

19. I londurSs

20: ,olo.mbia

Mexico

Chile

23. Brazil

Place

Mesale pc

LI Progreso

Popayan

Celaya

24. 'El Salvador

25,.. Mexico.

26. Ecuador

27. Mexico

Mezquital Vallcy

San Pablo del Lago

Wrelia.Querendaro

flat e

c
Con /CAI

July 1972 rural development (PROD

August-SegGiber 1972 agrarian reform

March 1973 . agricultural co-operative

June 1973 rural development

July 1973 agricultural development

Augusi 1973 rural velopment

August-September 1973 rural develop it and urbm industry

November-December 1973 aCtivities concerning pop ation prob-
. lem;

Thepst national operational se)Mnar which was held
lin Haiti\ from Augus.t to October 1974 at Laborde in the

municiPity of Cayes. where a systematic agricultural
developMent programme is being carried out, should be
added tc this impressive list of operational seminars or-

Country Place

I. Sudan Wad-Medani

2. .Egypt Abis .

3. Egypt' Melialla El-Kobra
. .

4. Egypt Shebin El Kom

5. Egyp,t Nawag

6. Egypt Sirs-el-Layyan

7. Tunisia Nabeul

1.

.8. Lybian Arab Rep. Tripoli 441

9. Egypt Alexandria

10. Jordan Amman ..-

11. 'Sudan Shandi

12. Egypt Menoufia

10
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April 1974

May 1974

October 1974

(Yate

rural development

ruralydopment

adult education programme

ganized in Latin America. This national seminar enjoyed
the benefit of direct assistance from the Unesco Secre-
tariat.

The list of seminars organized by ASEEC or with its
assistance in the Arab States is as follows :

Coniext

January 1971

Ap.il-June 1971 7

\
March-April 1971,

March-April 1971

March-April 1971

March-April 1971

September 1971/

November-December

May 1973.

July-August .1973'

December 1973

March 1972

1 2

agricultural deve pment (Gezira)

rural settlement

industrial undertakin

- iddustrial undertaking

agriculfural development 1

women's educational rogramme

activities concer population prob-
lems

1973 urbanization programmes

integrated development

cridustrial undertakings

community development

\--rural developrWent

.



C4unt
,

eldee
°a

Uwe Context

1. -
14. pemocratic Yemen itirtan'd second provinces

I4. Yemen

1,5. -Oman
. ,
16. Iraq

a

Sanaa'

Al-Ramis
p.

ithu-Ghoriib,
,

"L.

April 1974

July 1974

, pectber 1974

November-Decerubq,

The aiThf tile first regional seminar was tb acquaint
the cadreilesponsible for delldlopment with' this new_ap-'
proach involving popular participatipn. To start
promoliOnal actioh was Liiiaer.taken to'demonstratethe
?Ole of functional literacy and r.he methodological ap-
proach it required but, soon, operational seminars were
organierd ta facilitate the lauching of actual functional
literacy prograirs."

Another deve*pment, this Aime Concerning the siib-
je,ct matter of operational seminars, should also be no-
red. Stich-seminars had originally been conceived as an
instrument for the dissemination of methods elaborat-
ed under the Uperimental World Literacy Programme.
It was therefore natiral that the first seminaishad con-
sidered functional literacy almost exclusively as a com-
ponent part of an econornic development activity, in al(
cases where the developrirent of the productive force

human resources constituted an essential factor of
.- the 4evelopment process. This explains why stress had

been laid on literacy courses leading to vocational train-
ing. The mastoltng of reading, writing and arithmetic
were linked with pioductive worIcand4d4the acqufsi- '

tion of technic al. and occupational skills in btith the agri-
cultural an&the industrial sectors. The experience gain-
ed in the Experimental WorlrLiteracy Progtamme had
indeed clearly shown that when functional literacy acti-

. vities were approached from the angle of vocational
training, it Very &ikon became necessary to take into

"account the social. and cultural factors which favoured
such training or on the contrary hampered it. The sec-
ond operational seminar held at Nabeul in Tunisia, in
1972 under the aegis of ASFEC was focused on a social
problem, that of population.

A century and a,.half after Malthus, the world had
once again beco re of the gravity of demographic
problems and of their .fe ful repercussions. By their
very nature, demographic programmes are adult educa-
tion programmes, for the Twist result in a real new
alivareness of the dynamics orpopulation icorder to
bring about an understanding of the magnitude of the
burdens imposed by overpopulations. This also involves
a reorientation of the cultural values and standards
of individuals regarding their offspring, which means
that it is mainly a matter of education,

The adjective functional as opplied to literacy
work in this case does not carry an economix but a social
and cultural connotation. The second operational semi-

econ omic ax4social development pro-
grammes

social .development

agricultural development

agriculibral development

\
nar in Tunisia was-held precisely at the time when the
natibnal autholities w6re considering what type oledü-
cation was required by the national family planning

-,`;grogramnie-Qh to inerease its credibilitY among the
pbpujation, particularly`the rural population, and to en-

' sure the_social acceptability of the methods which such
-a programme required. T
the participants in the seam
ritory. This exercise, which was
eracy and family planning, was the first
ational seminars held under the aegis of U
financed by the United Natians Fund for
-Activities (UNFPA) in lndoneSia (1972),
(1973) and in the Philippines (1c74). The founda
World Education also organized activities of b similar
type. In particular, the operational seminar held in Novem-
ber 1974 in Ecuador on the methodology and the
preparation of educational material for health and fami-
ly planning programmes.

,In Africa south Of the Sahara, the operational seminar
was first used as a training instrument in the framework
of a project forming part of the Ekperimental World
Literacy Programme, that of Guinea. Beginning in 1971,
the authorities of that country organized operational
seminars on a systematic basis to familiarize regional
rural development officers and officials of the Secreta-
riat of State for Ideology, Distance Teaching and Literacy
with the methodology of what was krittwn,as surformation-
alphabitisation.

."-- In 1972, the Govemement of Niger organized an ini-
tial operational seminar for the staff responsible-for a
three-year project fmanced by a Swiss foundation
(FOPOTEC), to teach 15,000 ace-growers of the Tilla-
beri region to read .and write while at the same time pro--
viding them With a grounding in modern agricultural
methods.r In 1,973, the Republic of Togo detided to provide
furtheilraining for the staff of the Directorate of SOcial
Affairs responsible for literadY: The oi3erational seminar
was herd at love in the Klouto district in close co-opera-
tion with the local planning and development corpora-
tion (Société régionale d'aménagement et de développe-
ment SORAD) and with officials from the health ser-
vices. This semina
specialists from e'
as holders of U

t was a new theme and, for
largely unexplored ter-

ea at integrating lit-
. ,

a series' of oper-
esco and
OPtifation
Salvador

as also attended by national literacy
it African countries in their capacity

sco scholarships, as well as the repre-
sentatives of -bight non-governmental organizations.
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In August-September 1974, the Government of the
Cential)African Republic organized at Sibut, the,admin,
istrative centre of the Kemo-prefecture, the country's main

-cotton-prockcing area, an operational seminar aiinecl at
nitiating the officials responsible for the development of

- rural-areas in the methodology of functional literacy.
This seminar was:organized by the Ministry of National
Education and Educatidnal Reform, with the co-opera.-
tion of the,"ristries of Agriculture, Healtt and Social
Affairi.

The first operational seminaf iti the People's Repub-
lic cif the Congo was held at Kigkala, 80 lqn from Braz-
zaville in the Pool region where a rural develowent
programme.was being carried'out with the assistance of
the International.Labour OrganisatiOn (IL0),in December
1974. ts objective was the-pre-service or in-setvic4 training .
of nati nal staff-for literacy:programrnes._Eleven,members

- of the PLA (E'eople's Movement for the Liberation of
Angola) took part in the9eminar. ,.

It was the Lao People's atmocratic Republic (then Laos)
' which inaugurated ths; series of operational seminars colt-

ducted in Asia, the first being held from 17 February to 4 .
March 1974, in the framework of the development plan for
the agrictiltural, forestry and-pastoial sector of the Vientiane

Iain,
an undertaking forming part of the project for the

velopment of the lower Mekong basin, a gigantic oper-
° tion launched under the aegis of the United Nations. The

seminar wasAimed at training the staff (instructors, and
supervisors) who were to be responsible for the functional
literacy programme in the Vientiane Plain.

Again in connexion with the development of the low-.
er Mekong basin but in Thailand this time, at the site of
the Nong-Way irrigation project, an operational seminar
was held at Kli'on Kaen in October 1973, at the initiative
of Unesco, for the adult education and agricultural-de-
velopment specialists of seven countries. of South-East
Asia, and more particularly of the four countries border-
ing the Mekong concerned by the activities of 'the Me-
kong Committee. The latter in fact actively participated
in the-work of the seminar by-sensling one of its leading

'technical specialists to it. The close co-operation of
FAO, ILO and SEAMES (Southeast Asian Ministers of .

du cation Secretariat) should also be mentioned. The
national operatkonal seminar ofganized by ihe Govern- '
ment of Pakistai) at Lalumusa in the Punjab in January
1974 constituted a first step towards the implementa-
tion of a vast mass literacy programme. The Government
set itself the objective of establishing 270,000 literacy
centres in schools, on farms, inommunity centres
(Union Council Halls), industrial undertakings etc., be-
fore 1980, with a view to making 14million new literates.
The operational seminar at Lalamusa, which was attended
by specialists from all parts of the country, was aimed
at training initructors, as the first stage in the literacy
progrannw before the launching of pilot projects in all

.1the 1-rovins.es
, -'ebrua_y -March 1973 an operational seminar was

he In Indoricsia at Lambang near Bandung in western
Java, .r. si, . the auspices of Unesco and of the United'
12

Nations Fund for Popula0on Activities \'(UNPPA). Its
objective was to'work outthe basi6 eleMents of an
educational programme on population.problems is-part
of.thelitcy programme. With over 120 rinillion,inhab-
itants,,Indonesia, the country with the world's fifth
highest poPulatiOn saw,demographic growth cancelling

pOpulation's chances of attaining a high tandatd.of
'out its development plannulg efforts its

living. Iiidonesia believeslhat education orepopulatibn.
problems should not-be confined tairthpontrol. Over
and above family plahriing as such, there is a deep con-
cern,.for family well-being; 4da1th, ethicatiort a very
high'percentage"of school-age .children cannot go to
school. the standard of living.and the qualitY of life.
But in Indonoia as elsewhere lliei.,main problem IS to,

(*bring the itopulation to acceriethildea-of the sniaiLfam-
fly as the norm antic to facilitatethe adoption of that
norm. A total numbeeof 49 adult education, family edu-
cation and family planning specialists from seven Asian
countries took part in this seminal with which the fowl-
dation World EdUcation was associatell.

The operational seminar which was held in March-

14

April 1974 in the Philipp'
again under the auspices
also devoted to education

s, in the Batangas province,
f Unesco' and UNFPA, was
n population problems, but,

as opposed to the Indonesian seminar which preceded it
and which was mainly concerned with educational activ-
ities at the literacy level, the Philippines seminar dealt -

with the post-literacy level. It should be stressed it was
the first exercise of its type. The participants, who were
working in the field, were required to define a literate
environment in operational terms and to devise and pre-
pare educational material intended to remedy the defi-
ciencies and shortcomings of the now wellrestablished
post-literacy activitieS as practised almost everywhere in
the world. Nearly 60 specialists from Afghanistan, India,
Malaysia, Nepal,.Pakistan, the Philippines, Thailand and
the Republic of South Viet-Nam participated in this
seminar which was ntenly an exercise in research and
experimentation. The participation of the Economic and
Social Comthission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP)
which had sent the head of its Population Division to
attend it should also be noted.

IN-SERVICE OPERATIONAL SEMINARS

Nearly all the operational seminars mentioned above
cover, over a short period, the full cycle of a functional
literacy process from analysis of a given situation to eva-
luation of the educational activities. They may be con-
sidered as an introductory exercise in the conceptua-
lization of the educational theory and method which a
literacy activity linked with development plans requires.

As from 1971, CREFAL took the initiative of orga-
nizing operational seminars to give closer attention to
certain specific aspects of the educational and training
process : basic evaluation, content, analysis and prepara-
tion of actual education and training programmes. These



seminars were mainly intenaed for staff who had already
tec5ved initial training in an ordinary operational sem-
inar.

The firs of these further training seminars was
held at Lombardia in the State of Michoacan (Mexico)
.from 2-20 June 1973. It was focused on the basic eval-
uation or context study with a view to the .preparation
at a later datekf a functional literacy programme intend-
ed fbr the agricultural population of the Gabriel Zamora
"ejide The analysis concerned a'single community in
an area of agrartanpform. .

- The second specialized operational seminar was
held from 4-30 October 1971 in the same'region of'
Michoacin; in the Apatzingan valley, but it concerned
ix communities. Its aims were to identify the problems '
and needs of the population concerning agricultural pro-.
ductIon witha view to launching a development project
the folio g year under the responsibility of the "Mexi-
can Inslitut of Social Security, and to identify the balk
elements o a made-to-measure educationallYrogramme.

The Ministry of Education of Guatemala organizted,
. with' the assistance of CREFAL, two ipecialized sem-

inars in Febn)ary-March 1972, the second cOnStituting
the logical follow up to the first. These two operational
semirirs, which were held at Santa-Maria Utatlin in the
Solalkprovince, were inteaRled for specialts of the

s

Directorate of Literacy and. Adult Educati6n, for:the. ..?-
administrative personnel,and for the agronontists of the
three co-operatives serving as the fieldof studY and ex-
pefimentation, as well as for the stafftrespOnsible for
the educational programmes of three radio stations: TIM
aim of t4 fust seminar %Vas to analyse the ifinctioning
of the agricultural co-operatives with a view to identify-
ing the problems hampering-the attainment of th l. ob-
jectives and which could be sqved through educational
action. This seminar was follpwed immediately by a ,
practical exercise concerning the techniques involved in
the adaptation of the prgro arnme content and in, the
production, of teachingintite .

, Basic evaluation ly,as also the theme of thespecial.
iied operational semiWaf held in the State of Chiapas, in
Mexico, in April-Mai;197* The Government of Mexico .

had decided to laUnch a vast programme of soci6-co-
nontic'devClopmeiit'n gh area covering 5,100 squaredd-
lonietres, with a mainly Indian population. For this
purpose,,ii called on UNICEF, FAO, WHO, the United
Nations and CREFAL for assistance: This seininar, in
which all the CREFAL trainees participated, lasted for'
six weeksfrom 21 Apri1-1 June 1972. The final report,
in ten volumes, constitutes a mortograpitic oütlin-
ing the:problems and the strategy for an educational a

programme based on problem sittiations directly con;
cerning the development of the region.

1 5
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Chapier II

-

Deyelopment of the background to,the operational seminar,
.4116,

1

THE SCOPE OF THE CO CEPT OF DEVELOPMENT

Biffunctional literacy should be understood a literacy
operation. or, if one pre4irs, an educational programme
centred on developmenf, integrated with development
Ad regarded as a component of a devellipment project.

. Development is a complex, many-faceted phenome-
non.

Under the pressure of events and needs, development
has, it cannut be denied, been seen in economic terms.
Economists define it using a series of indiasv like rates
of growth of the GNP, per capita income or per capita

gross domestic product, which are all measurable and
can be expressed in mathematical.terms. The plannert,
i.e. those who design and are responsible for develop-
ment programmes, also think in economic terms. They.
see development as the promotion of material growth
and as the concentration of investments for this purpose.
In the various econovietric models for development
which have been elaborated almost everywhere in the
world, man andthis level of knowledge.and know-how
are classified tmong the so-called residual factors be-
caup they are.difficult to quantify.

Developmenils not only economic but also has a
sociological dimension. Sociologists who have studied
the problems of the Third World have tried to widen and
correct the view of development based too exclusively
on economics. They have redefmed development in a
social context more general in scope than in the defini-
tion provided by economics.

A Sociologists see development first and foremost as
rsocial change within a community resulting from external
or internal forces and following a plan- or project
design which is to sre degree explicit/By objective
analysis of the components of the situation, sociology
throws light on the interaction between the factors, con-
ditions and agents of change which accounts for the de- ,

velopment process. The establishment of an irrigation
network following the damming of a river or the setting
up of an agro-business are factors of change: Sooner or
later, any factor of change has repercussions on the way
of the life and work of the people concerned., who react

1 6
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either favourably or unfavourably. The attitudes of
'Apeople to irrigation, which Makes its own particular de-
Wounds, r to:i factory work with its concern for Ooduc-

iivitY and 'accuracy, are examples of cofidition* which
deteirnine Change. TO agents of change, for their part,
atrt.e skilled personnel and specialists who introduce

Z. change, and the local population who are supposed to
acCept the changes being. offered -them and who react
,either favourably or unfavourably to the suasions of the
agents, who are often outsiders to their group. This is,
where the third aspect of development, i.e. the cultural
aspect, comes in. Development implies putting a premium
on certain types-,of conduct, certain kinds of people '

and certain ways of life. Experience shows, and there
are abundant examples to pjove, that in the beghming
confusion frequently exists between the system of values
of those behind the I ' . rnent project and the system
of values of the peo fed to take part. Too often,
the two systems have g in common.

The setting of an operational seminar (Thailand)

tt
6.1*117

What importance does "the cultural element" have in
development activity ? The importance of this element
derives from the fact that it provides a scale of values, a
set of criteria for group judgements about what is good

iand bad, what is true and false, what is important and

15
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'unimportant, whatis allowed, and what is sacred and
what sacrilegious. In brief, cidnire governi what should

R.., and should not be done. It lays down, rules of conduct
and motivates the actions of individuals. A man chooses
his aims and hence directs his activities in accordance
witli his culture', and it is again its culture which shapes
the aspirations of a community and the image which it
has of its own needs.

Stimuli which work in one culture may have no effect
other cultural context. In some cultures, non-materi-

alistic preoccupatione are more importantthan concern
to increase the volume of material &Sods. The profit mot
tive Wfiich plays a decisive role in highlt industrialized
societies d,oes not necessarily exert the same power in all
countries. This explains the error. sometimes committed
by those in Charge of developmentprogramtnes who, pro-
pose that a particular society should 'imitate the life-style'
of ilk Western nations, which they consider as the uni-
versally valid culmination of the/general evolution 'of
mankind. Every culture and consequently every society
evolves in its own direction and follows its own paths.

This same culliural pluralism is fgund again in the
ideas whichpeople have about edadition. Every society
has fashioned its own image of what too many special-
ists suppose tONbe a- universal phenomenon, According
to Western tradition, education is to be seen,in a human-
ist perspective and places man in thi very cenlre of the
system. Its aim is the full development of the personality
since, according to this tradition; man, fmtvithin him-
self the justifications which give a meaning o life and it
is through hiinself that he will fulfil his true Condition
as a liran. Social progress results from the education of
the individuals who compose society. In other social and
cultural contexts, particularly in the Far East and espe-

. cially under the influence of the centUries-old culture of
China, the procesa is reversed. Stress is laid on the edu-.-
cation not of the individual but of the community. Edu-.
cation does not consider man, taken-individually, as the
starting point and goal but thinks of man'as a member of
a social group in the service of that group. Individual
education is thus the result of educational action centred
on society, working, it is true, through the intellectual
advancement of individuals, but individuals in a group
situation.

INNOVATION AS A FACTOR IN DEVELOPMENT

The experience of the First Development Decade has
amply demonstrated that it is not enough to have capital
investment, to provide infrastructures and to take legis-
lative measures and, other suitable steps. Necessary as all
these conditions of course are, they are not enough to
set the development process in motion if the people con-
cerned Show no interest in the programmes prepared
for them and refuse to co-operate. If the individual or
group is, at the -same time, both the beneficiary and the
ultimate objective of any development undertaking, the
individual and the group are also its determining agents.
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On their participation depends the success or failure of
activities undertaken in the field.

From whatever angle one approaches the idea of de-
. velOprnent, it is, in fact, closely linked \vitItthe idea of

innovation. Between these two ideas there is a direct
relationship of cause and effect, indeed there is no deve-
lopment unless there is innovation. Thus agricultural
decelopmebtrwhich is the principal theme of most oper-

. atonal seminars, depends either on the introduction
into a particular region of improved seeds and higher-
yielding plant varieties, or on the adoptiOn of better
tbols, or the use of more rational.farmini practices, or
again the establishment of facilities for storing, tri-

-buting and marketing agricultural produce..Neverth less,
this agricultural develppment will only take place if ever3
indtvidual involved iift\e-undertaking takes an r-
eit m these irnproved seedi, tries the better tools, ic-
Cepts the more rational farming practices and adopts the
new methods for marketing rds croitIn the last resort,
it is individual who, in the context of development ac-
tivitiesklecides to act in accordance witl his pretences
and modif>l, wherftecessary, his traditional behaMr.

Within the context of development activitiesinnovatiol
does not concern the material or'inchnological aspeCts
of a society alone.jt may also relate to ideas, beliefs,
intellectual abilities; manual skills and attitudes: An in-
dividual may, for example, change his attitude, with re-
gard to his health, to hygAene and diet and to the school-
ing of his children. The Tact of having learned to read
and-write is also aninnovation.
. Innovation may afso bear on social relationships. An
individual may beconie aware of new responsibilities
with regard to his neighbour, to other people, to his
cornmunity, region and country and act accordingly.
Innovation may concern attitudes with regard to a tam:
ily planning programme, the practices which it recom-
mends and the ideas which a couple have about the ideal
number of children. Innovation may remit, fyom the
establishment of institutions hitherto urilAiliar to the,
group, such as co-operatives or agricultural credit institu-
tions, or again it may result froth increased investment in
transport, power supplies, health, water supplies and irri-
gation.

For those responsible for carrying out development
programmes in any field, innovation appears as a specific
objective or the goal tObe reached as the first priority.
To mention only one -example, taken from the national
operational seminar held in Togo in 1973, the regional
planning and development corporation (SORAD) pro-
poses first and foremost to develop food crops in the
Klouto region. This involves, in particular, improving the
Yields of maize, a crop grown in the traditional way, by
using chemical fertilizers. Another innovation concerns
cotton growing. For as long as can be remembered, the
farmers in the region have grown a variety of cotton calle
Mono, the growing of which is associated with that of
yams, but its yield is low. Since 1971, SORAD has con-
ducted a campaign for the introduction ola new variety,
Allen cotton, which is more productte and has qualities,
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includinglonger fibres, better suited to the heeds of the
country's textile\industry:Growing tt* Allen variety of
cotton nevertheless requires more cil than growing
Mono. It calls fbr more cOm lex farming practices, in
particular th very strict obsefvañce of a time-table for

`-, sowing the sèd and applying treatments to ,,counter
--, 'diseases and ct pests.

. For the farmers of the Klouto region, these two spe-
cific and concrete aims the use of fertilizers for the
maize cropand the replacement of Mono cotton by the
Allen variety are in themselves innovations. The first, ..

the use of fertilizers, is.an addition lo the already tradi-
tional practice of maize*rowing, bitt the second implies

. the replacement of traditional practices which are now. ,.
consideredinadequite by those responsible 'for develop-.
!pent. !Dam the developmer4 t-Of view, die first
innovaion requirei the ac.u.......o,..,*.,Otnew knowledge
and skills to be added to traditi.. alZnes..The second

r calls for scientific knowledge and know-how to take the
place of traditional ones. Experience showetliat these
twa) kinds of innovation cannot be introduced in the

e way. Each calls for an appropriate kind of training,.
tivity. .

Any developmentiprogramme thus entails the adop- .

tion of innovations. Social scientists who have analyse
innovation processes' have stressed that it implies' a le
ing process.,To innovate and to do what he was no
doing previously, an individual has tolearn, whetheiit Is
to select more productive varieties, use chemical fertiliz-
ers or insecticides, use agricultural credit facilities or
actively participate in the running of &co-operative. Of
.,course, tie can learn on his own or with the help of a
neighbour; in which case he will take a long time to learn
anY new technique and perhaps even, discouraged by an
unforeseen difficulty, he might never learn it. This learn;
ing process can in, facilitated and thus the development
process can be speeded up. This is the ole of education,
at least of education centred on develó ment. ,

EDUCATION AS -AN ASPECT OF DEVELOPMENT .

quantit5F Of fertilizer to be-Spread on hiS field acciing
to a general formula using the hectare or acre as a unit,.
calculate the aniount of insecticide to be mixed with a
particular quantity, of water, depending on the Variable
capacity of the Sprayer, etc. The fanner must be able ,to.
work out areas,,volumes and contents,apply its rule Of
threevd calculate percentages. Each innovation implies a
technical level. For each technicarlevel there is,a cettain
corresponding level of edUcation which can be defined
in advance.

They are few farmers in Africa, Asia and Latifikmg-
- rica who have completed their primarytstudies. Most of

the privileged few who went to their village school, went
thele for only three or four years. The vistmass of.
fanners in the Third World are illiterate or semi-literate.
This low level of eduCation is a real "cOunter-develop-

m the outset, constitutes b-
'bility of contintiOus pr ess

inadequatelevel o educa-
with agricultural

tion of thelagricultural
-

onclusion : the educational

rnept" faCtor which, ft
siacle to anY effective p
in the igricultural seator.
tion is completely incompatib
opment.

Any analysis, of the mode
sector leads to the following

-level of the people concerned Must be; raised to a techni-
cal level iTropriate to the innovations-tvhich the dever-

t programme is pioposing. It is not just a quistion
g them reading, writing and-arithmetic, i.e. mak:

literate in the narrow sense of the term since, as
veral operational seminars have shown, these activities

can also be provided for popidations,which are receiving
some schooling. Functional literacy work also tries fo
be an instrument of inforination. It gives intbrmation
about .things.as `they are, or in other words about the
sum4otal of knowledge and techniques available in the
modern woild'thanks to the progress Of science and
technology. It is known hOw to increase agricultural
production,- to improVe liying conditions in the home,
to combat most of the transmittable diseases, to..improve

-drainage, etc. Functional literaCy work aims to equi
individuals intellectually and raise them' to a standard
at which knowledge 6ecomes economically and socially
usable. ,

Functional littracy work Is nevertheless, fast and
foremost, an actiyity to educate and train.. As it is a

velopment project into which it
'mcorporated, its goes beyond ob-

econcitniC and social nature.

Functional literacy work is precisely one of the educa-
tional approaches which aims to speed up the develop-
ment process. To demonstrate the usefuhiess; notto saY
the necessity of funtional literacy work aS part of an
agricultUral development programme, we shall consider
what three agricultural operations, seemingly within the:
reach of any farmer, imply from the instructional point
of vieW : irrigation, use of themiCal fertilizers and use of
insecticides. They require that the person concerned
must be able to read and understand instructions for use
and above, all.that he must be able to do sums. He must
be able to work gut the area of his field and seed-beds,
the quanti ,-4gleed needed bearing in Mind the actual

...

area of ed-b4 eds, and in the _case of irrigated crops,
, . ,

he must b4Mé tá calculate the volume of water needed
to obtain a cerIuii level, which varies according to the
growth of the p rts. He mdst be able to work out the

component o
must necessaril
jectives of a specific
Education not only teaches about things as they are
but also enables people to decide how they would prefer
things to be, and to act accordingly. Education gives
order and shape to conceptual thought and teaches
people to reason, to judge:and to transfer what they
have learned to other situations where the knowledge
acquired is applicable. Functional literacy work is also a
training prOcess by which the individual becomes aware
of his abilities and cfualities, and Whose essential goal is
adaptation. Training considers the trainee as a person. It
develops his ability to change and helpS the adaptation of
standards and values which this change requires. It is a

1 8
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permanent process iiitende4 for the individual with his
personality, his own-way of seeing the world, his ideals,
aspirations, system of values and culture. Functional liter-
acy may rightly be considered as the educational dimen-
sion of development iri,cases where low levels of instruc-
tion hamper technical and social progress. !Pi

Functional literacy work, as a venture in training for
adaptation, involves the modification of knowledge, be-
liefs:behavioin, attitudes, habits and acquired sldlls as

18
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1 9

well as the introduction of material elements such as
tobls, instruments and technical processes, these factors,
whether psychological, social or material, often being
interdependent, since the introduction of a new techniqu
always imples the communication of new knowledge, the

uisition otnew skills, the adoption of new behaviour
and the prior existencle of certain social values.
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Chapter III

" Phase one of the educational stud

THE CONCEPT OF MILpi.J

.... Once the opening speeches and 41diesses of welcome for
th operational seminar are over, the teanis of partici.*
p ts formed and organized, and the cbtrimities in which
tee activities are to take place drawn by lot, an immedi-
ate tart is inade on the first phase of the educational. .

cess, which is itudy of the milieu or ontext.
From the outset the seminar adopts an ecological

approach, so called because it refers to-the ulations'be--
tween man and his enyironnient:This approSch, already
adopted r basic education inthe,1950s (then teamed
mesologi al), was taken over iil tfie pilot literacy projects
coming nder the Experimental World Literacy Pro-
gramme. .

How effective a functional education operation is de-
pends very much on hbw closely it is geared to the ob-.
jectives and problems of the development of the socio-
economic or socio-cUltural context in which it is to take
place. The aims of this ecological approach are to obtain
knowledge of a changing Milieu and an understanding of

, the mafn factors df;Change, to identify the problems or
shortcomings affecting the activity which is to bring
about The change, and to work oift ansWelies to these
problems, which will need to be translatid into educa-
tiOnal p"rogrammes and content. Such an operation con-
stitutes a critical exantination of the realities of a given
situatiOn and helpsiin formulating a diagnosis and treat-
meni. The ecological approach.enables educational action
to be-adapted to the Objectives and specific conditions
of a development project and results in a functional di-
versification of programmes of education in response to
precise needs.

The first point for classification in the context of an
operational seminar is the very4concept Of milieu!
Writers on human gebgraphy, Vidal de la Blache, in parti-
cular, had already, in the nineteenth century stressed the
importance of this concept and the overwhelininLim-
pact of the milieu on the intidual, On his endeavburs

the milieu

and much of his activity. The milieu governs behaviour
and the productive activity of the group. This is not,
however, a case of strict causal jlCéiiil1sin. Between
man and his milieu there exists a range of tions and re-.
actionsAvlan is both the product of his milfru and a fac-
tor acting upon it. Although fie is largely d pendant on
his militu for what he is, Man is-also tor of his
own circumstances. _ .

The milieu; regarded as.a. s, may
' have an educativel n,R4orr, ormed in

4 .
andlransforms tlice acquire
training valile'sbl tuations.
This is the, very b.asisO,,_ 16 ;In thopera--,

tonal seminars organiz* tikEFAL in-Latin America
as part of rural develOp t' activity, the milieu is defmed
as a dynamic triangular ielationship between. the na-
turalenvironment, man,:vd the social milieu. In

1971, the milieu 'en as a situationarqmtext for
operational' seniinwati'XiScudan itifganized by ASFEC in

-1:..dc4elopment action; it was tentatively defmed as an
interaction between, on 'the one hand, physical and
.hnman factofS ographic, psychological, social,
!tennomic ancLa1ual affecting a fOven social group at
a particular time , on the other, imported factors
making for change,4i.e. the requirements of a socio-
economic develop ent programme. The participants,
in te secOnd operational seminar in Tunisia (1972) on
family planning considered that the vry nature of the
programme presupposed, in the population concerned,
profound changes in the traditional outlook on life and
therefore interpreted the milieu not as a Milieu in itself,
living its own' life, with its special Characteristics and
its yarious aspects open to analysis, but as a dynamic
relationship between, on the one hand, the population

men and women, yollng and old with its living and
working pattern, its standards, its degrees of resistance
to.change and its hopes and expectations (all of which
are interdependent elements) and, on the other, the ob-
jectives 'of the national family planning programme.
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TtIE DtVELOPMENT SCHEME

Study of the milieu begins with study of the change fac:,
tor, i.e. ot the development undertaking as the frame of
reference for functional literacy, the effect of which is
to suggest; entail oi produce changes within/the social.,
groups concerned. What 4s needed is to gather the neces-
sary data in order to mace an invdntory of education

1 and training requirements and the means of satisfying
them so as to make it easier to incorporate a "made-to-
measuret edicational programme into the develoOnent
scheme. This ysis covers the structures and general
spedific objectyes of the unddetaking, tog ther with
operational plahs, die means employed, the resources
(material, fmancial and human) available and the policy
'adopted in respect of human advancement.

0&"-- It is equally important to make sure that the heads
and staffs of development authorities are genuinely in-
tent on development or have what A. Meister calls thV
requisite degree of determinatiortin development action.
Furthermore, it has to be admitted that many decitons
and instructions suffer a sea-change on their way fibril
the hetdquarters of the development scheme to the vit-

.,

So far the development project ii concerned, the
study of the milieu hasically covers :

identification of the specific' developm nt objec-
tives; and,

identificlori of the ohsticles e appli-
cation in the fidld.

The specific objectives are the innovations proposed
. to the popigations4n question. The aimf-a seminar

dev ted to rural development may, foethstance, be to
uce high-yield varieties, to improve certain farming

tehnfques, to mechanize farm equipment or to set up
co-operatives. These objectives may be techOcal and oc-
cupational, socio-econdm.ti'or even social, as the case

ay be. They should be inventorized as fully as possible,
r they are essential basic data yhich enable the 'teams .

of participants a defme educatio al and training obi...pc-,
tives in line with development obj ctives and to adapW
progrartimes of' ed4 cation to the re4uirements of devel
optherit activity.

An equally ipiortant task is to list the problems inlialb
hibiting or imp ding development acjivity in the target
areas, particularly those problems which, at the time of
the seminar, are f immediate concern. While on the sub-
ject of rural de pment programmes, let us cite; for
the sake of illus ton, examples taken .from various
operational seiiiars. We find problems bt an institution-.1.
al kind, such as e lack of effective co-ordination be- ,
tween the variou agencies operating within the same
area, or a shortage f technicians. Then there-are-such
economic problems as the lack of credits for farmers,
unstable producer prices, the stranglehold of middle-
Men, and difficulties in obtaining fertilizers or insect-
cides. Further problems are of a technical and occupa-
tional character and 'concern inadequate technical and
vocationaFtraining, faulty farming methods, and so on.

20

Finally, there are socio-cultural probfems, such as Miter:

e
., cy or lack of education, lack of incentive to adopt sug-

sted innovations, lack of receptivity to scientific infor7
ation, a fatalistic attitude to-change, and so on.
In the operational seminars on population questions,

te problems can be divided into appropriate categoris:
medical psoblems such as the side-effects of contraceptive
methods; psychological probleins such as rumours or
the reluctance of individuals to discuss sexual matters
openly; institutional problems such as the lack of trained ,
staff and organized health facilities; eConornic prob-
lems, such as very low living standards and use of child
llkour; socio-cultuial problems, such as illiteracy, thd at-
titude of-adults to fertility,sertain religious beliefs and
thkdesire to ensure male prokeny or keep faith with the

.ancestors. .-

Some of these probletns are not amenable to educa-
. tional actionlileast not on a local level, whilst others

to do with individual competence and with beliefs, att-
.tudes and behaviour caV for acquisition of lawwledge
anppropriate behaviour patterns, and are generally
amenable to such action: They may in some instances
serve as a stardig point fo-Fanalysis, by participants in
an operational seminar, of educationar and training
needs. . .

-- At this stage in, the sethinar, the shOrtage of time ob- ,
viously precludes-au but a rapid survey of the develop- c.

ment scheme: There can be no question of a systematic
and.thorouglystudy of the proceises of çhange . Let us
not forget at an operational seminar does nOt set Out
to beything more than an exercise. Whatis more im-
portant tian the aceuracy of the data ga re4.ii the
method ogical a %eh to data collec and use.%

This initial quest acts relating to the development
seheme m4V follow four methods : ,

. study of previously published teginical material
on the sepente;
r ;,,iudy of_information documents prepared in ad-

.

yance for participants in the seminar;
talks by tht directors and senior personnel of the

scheme, followed by discussion;
a group interyiew Ly participants in the seminar

with the director and senior personnel of the develop-
ment scheme.

The last of these methods was profitably used during
the operational seminar in the Sudan in 1971. After an in.:
troduction covering the objectives and methods of the
operational seminar, presented by one of the organizers,
the feelowing questions were put to the directors and
personnal Of the Gezira Scheme :
; 1. What are the main economic objectives of thd
scheme -under its frve-year development plan (1970-
1975) ?

2. What are the priorities of immediate concern ?.
3. How is the participation of farmers in agricultural

development programmes viewed under the scheme ?
4. What standard of knowledge and skill is reqnired

for the implementation of these programmes ?
5. What are the training requirements?

!
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6. What are the main problems which beset develop-
ment action and are due to a lack of knowledge and
skill ?

7. What action has been taken under the scheme to
remedy these ?

The data collected were Classified and tahulated, thus
giving the participantkirithe semipira clear and accu-
rate over-all view of the probleminiolved. This technique
is being used in other opetational seininars.

THE, .6EVELOPMENT SCHEME AT THE
IMPLEMENTATION STAGE'

The, basic documentation and the statements of the di-
rectors and staff concern the development scheme as
a whole and generally refer to the entire geographical
area covered by the prommmes, but in an operational
seminar the work of each )of the teams is centred dn a
single community What Are the specific objectives of the
development project in that community ? What innova- .
tious are proposed under the development programmes ?
What are the problems facing development aCtivities ?
To:find the right answer to th%questions, each of the .
teàntunis to the technicians responsible for eanying
out. development progranune loCally, 'who'se work_ ,

. brings t4em info direct contact *ith the population of
.the co/munityassigned to eW4 am. It i4 noteworthy

many seminars the technicians, enguisers, agro-
extension workers, doctors, health workers and

( others are fullmembersOf the teams, which does much °

to facilitate collection of the necessary datii. These data
will put' each of the teams on the right cdurse, so to
speak, in its initial contact with the local *k.ommunity
and enable it to draw up, on the basis of information
supplied by the development.work , a preliminary m-

a, search hypothesis as close as possi1e to the realities of
the situation. The Togo operationa1eminar of 1973
provides an excellent example of the ntribution of a
development, worker .to discovery of a milieu and th. e
preparation of an educational programme in .keéping
with the real needs of the population.

In the operational seminars conáérning family plan-
detailed in!
d an interview
e teams to

ning, study of the local context includes
spectiod of the clinic serving the regiqn
with the health workers, which enables
familiarize themselves with practical methods and ascer-
tain statistical data, the problems raised by adoption of
the recommended methods, side-effects of such me-
thods, the attitude of the public, the rumours prevalent
in the-region concerning side-effects, and other difficul-
tieSimpeding application of the family planning pro-
granite.

FORMS OF POPULAR PARyICIPATION

We have reached a stAge where it would perhaps not be
amiss -to outline a sort of typology of the development

schemes which have served as the setting of various oper-
ational seMinars held in many parts of the Thirdyorld.
We shall take as a criterion or parameter here-the-degree
of free individual participation in.the development pro-
gramme. Any development scheme calls, for public par-
ticipation. We may imagine a sort of scale representing
the various types of participation. At the extremities of
this scale at the poles of this continuum or continuous
series, to use a social science expression we fmd, on
the one side, §pontaneous o voluntary support and, on
the other, imposed or even cmpu1sory participation in-
volving constraint. The repfts of the operational sem-
inars show that the form 16f participation depends,
first, on the type of project and onlhe ways in which
it is implemented at the coMmunity level. How do those
in charge of the scheme envisage the participa o
dividuals at the implementation stage ? Do ey e

voluntary support of the people conceme a to
their freedom of choice or do they Rrefer to rescrrt to
authoritian measures, regarding,cumpulsbry participa-
tion and constraints as essential to the smooth running
of the tcheme ;?;These variations in the mode of partici-
pation by the public may- seriously affect individual atti-,
tudes towards the educational and training activities
Which form part of the development project.

We shalrmentiOn just three examples Of development
illustrating a particular form cif participa-schemes, e

tion.
The first ex le is taken from the operational sem-

inar held in June 1971 at Lombardia, in the Mexiam
State of Michoacan. It involved an agricultural credit
bank established in 1935 and mainIrconcemed with giv-

ing farmers benefiting under the agrarian reform the nec-
essary means-ind resources for,improvement of their
holdings. This banking institution was founded by the
central government and intended as a social service to
raise the living standards of the farmers in the region.
'The bank not only grants advances to farmers but deliv-
ers fertilizers and insecticides produced in its own facto-
ries. It also helps fanners lo market their crops. Each
fanner is in principle entirely free to choose whether to
avail himself of the bankls. services, but in practice he
needs credit facilities and muSt either apply to the-bank
or borrow from money-lenders. The background study
made during the operational seminar showed that most
fanners did not have the requisite level of eddcation to
understand.the complexity of banking operations. The
customers are generally incapable of keeping a check on
their personal accounts as they are unable to do written
arithmetic. The bank takes care of this, but a goad manY
farmers are mistrustful of it. They nearly all have the im-
pression that the bank is only worried about recovering
its loans; for which they are friable to calculate the
annual interest of 10 per cent. The question of guaran-
tees, the complexity of lull procedures, the illiteracy of
the farmers and their d~due to the lack of a tradi-
tion of producer Credit all give die to a set of problems
amenable to functional literacyjotork.

The second example is takin from the operational
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seminar held in,1hoi Kaen Province in north-east
Thailand in 1973 concerning the region's agricultural de-
velopment programmes. It illiistrates an Induced type of
participation; the individual is always free to opt for or
against the innovation proposed but he is urged to par-

, mticipate by the development workers, Who do their best
Ito convince him of the advantages of the new methods

or new behayiour patterns. In line with national prior-
ities agricultural development is the top priority in
Thailand the competent authorities had fixed, for

. Khon Kaen Province, a list of specific objectives includ-
ing increased rice production through the introduction
of high-yielding varieties, the use of fe ers and in-

irnprovment of the qu'ality o the kehaf pro-
duCed, organization of gricultural c peratives, etc. In
order to encouragz4ners to ado the innovations pro-\
posed, the provinci gove set up.a network of
agricultural extension ers and demonstraVon cen-
tres. But there were in fact too few extension 42n-kers to

' cover all the villages of the region. Their actifity was .

confmed to sporadic contacts with the village headmen
*and a fewfayoured-farmers who were supposed to piss
on the agricultural innovations to the Otliers. Inone of

,the test villages of the operational seminar the fanners
were most receptive to the new techniques but they
lacked the necessary information. For the choice of Un-
proved seed and the use of.fertilizers, they fqllowed the
all toO often biased advice put out in the abuhrthnt co
mercial advertising broadcast by the local radio sta ns
(every family possessed its transistor radi ost
fanners did not know how to make rational use of fer-
tilizers or insecticides. For the marketing of their crops
they were dependent on middlemen who visited the vil-
lage regularly. The idea bf organizing themselves into a
buying and selling co-operative did indeed seem attrac-
tive to them, but 33 per ce t of the villargers question-
ed had only a very superficial notion of what a co-oper-
ative w and the others simply had no idea at all. Such
a situ for a functional literacy as a sort of pre-
liinin o agri ultural extension work, enabling the
farme o avail themselves of techni al information
from which lack of education ha previously de-
barred them

'The third exam oncerns a pe of participation
where the individual is; der c mmitment and has to
fulfil a series of obligations g in the form of in-
structions, and sometimes accompanied by sanctions or
penalties in the event of non-compliance or faulty com-
pliance. This example is taken from the operational
seminar held at Wad Medani in Sudan in January 1971,
the setting for which was the Gezira Scheme involving
the planting of fwci million acres (mainly under Cotton)
reclaimed from the desert by means of a vast irrigation
system fed by dams on the Blue Nile. The authoritarian
approach adopted from the outset by those incharge
of the project can be explained by the needto transform
the tribal populations of the region, who are oliginally
pastoral nomads or semi-nomads, into sedentary farmers
capable of aPplying the relatively complex methods

Farmers of Gezira
Operational seminar in Sudan (1071)

required in cottón-growirig such as c9ntinuouS row soW-
ing, thinning out, hoeing,-weeding,.. pest controLand
pioking, in addition to extremely prease,and painstakin
irrigation. Allthis work is under the, supervision a in-
spectors.,,who Were recentlY given the additionartask of

ulttiral extension wbrk. Each farnier cutltivates some
thirty es under contract according tn a plan establish-
ed by the erne% technicians. The Gezifa Scheme Act
of 1960 stipulated that the Sudan Government 'should.
receiVe, 36 per cent of the revenue; the farmers 49 per
cent, the local municipal councils 2per cent, the social
deVelopment programme. 3' per cent, and4he board of,

.finanagement of the scheme 10 per cent. The Gezira-,
Scheme began in 1910. Sixty years or so later.i good
many of the problems impeding the- delielopment plans
are due to socio-cultural factors, particular15, the survival
of age-laid snomadic traditions. An example of this' is
tribal discrimination, Which interferes"with the smooth
running of the do-aperatives since members give people

- of their own clan priority for positions of responsibility.
Then there is an anti-economic attitude to lirestock,
regarded as status splabol (the farmers even refusing to
sell milk, an action beneath their dignity). There is also
an attitude of disdain for manual work and the farmers
prefer to hire outside labour; which reduces their in:
comes. Such events as births and marriages intail extrav-
agant spending that means less money for productive-

./ investrnent; and so on. Other problems stem from the
farmers' ignorance of agriculture and lack of basic skills,
faulty fanning methods; malfunctioning of 'co-opera-
tives, etc.

The operational seminar was held ip January, the cot-
ton-picking season which that year promised an excep-
tional harvest. The teams of participants took as the
starting point for the background study those probleins
which were of obvious topical significance, such as the
lack of outside labour for picldrig and-hence the need
to mobilize family labour, faulty picking techniques and
unsound irrigation practices, all problems which on the
face of it .can be overcome by educational action.
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THE' EDUCATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE

The te,eluücal organization of an operational seminar
shoul4 take account of a number of prerequisites. One
of thc, which generally affects the smoolk running of .0
the pro amme of work,,is that there shoild be, in the
coMmunities selectedof field activities, an educational
infrastructure literay or adult educatiog centres and
community centres ptsuing educational aims. These in-
stitutions will provide fe material facilities for educe-

' tional action and expeiiinentation. Experience shows
,that one or other of several situations may arise, !Ind we
shall consider them briefly below.

1: Literacy centresot other adult education institutions
- already exist in the selected cOmmunities..

If literacy teaching is involved, itrnay be of the,
tional or thefunctional type: In.a good inanNOperation,-
al.seminars, the existing centres' in the test vilyses dis-
pensed traditionalliteracy instructiOn confined to basic .

reading, writing and arithmetic. Methods and techniques
were generally ba,sed on the use of a Single elementary
reader. The instructors Were mainly primary teachers or :
volunteers, paid orunpaid, and had been picked as haV-

' ing a certain standard of educa On. The conversion of
these traditional centres into itionaI literacy centres

at least for experimentation purposei: usually, aised,
no difficulty: Tile operational seminars Which haV bene-
fited from the existence of previously established c-

tional literacy programmes are few and far between.
Mention should be made here of the seininars held in
Indonesia aerThailand, where the aim was no longer
simply to'teach the' basic skills of reading, writing or
arithmetic, but to provide education de-e'ompanied by
training related to social, economic and cultural devel-

5, opment objectives. In these Centres, literacy instruction
with a basically educational approach endeavoured io
help adults, by means of the written and prillkd word,

' to exercise their conceptual thinking and their ability to
observe, reason and judge, thereby' paving the'Vay for a
process of continuing education. \
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2. The operational seminar coincides with the launching
of a literacy programme in the test communities

In this case the operational seminar may be regarded as a
launching operation. In Togo, where a functional liter-
acy programme with a well-established infrastructure is
proceeding successfullythe organizers have decided to
open the literacy centres in the three test villages in con-
junction with the operational seminar. The pupils were
enrolled tor the course. The instructors, who were vol-
unteers, had beercpicked by their villages and trained by
the national literacy. service. Itwas left to the partici-
pants in the seminar to prepare the programme of the
first sessions of the literacy centres.

0.

There is no existing or projected eduC9.0he
which might serve as a be2't r-noera_kinm

educational aild training work of 4ffir
seminar ; ask to sAt

,Owing to lack of time, it is seldom an easY A and to-f )
a literacy centre, to get the public sintereste" ism) -er'itrld

instrucibri. But the real problem when the': is le
tional initAution for experimental puipos.tics!ItUa
question of time or organization than of el.w.es c (1111,1,

be remembered that the educational actilded for.e,d
out during the, operational seminar are irite,' iducati'eti
and women at grips with teal problenTs- dti-r;:x1
and training centre opened temporarily fc"i once tj-,441
of a seminar stands little chance of sure': is no -e

iy to ccej.'seminar is over. Orfning centres When theP
tainty of their remaining in operiltion is hice-lo'cal bank
much frustration-and disappointment iij 'Oral of se; 1.11'
lation and subsequently to ar::;use a _great c'e,tertakvg-
dam with regard tO any further activities 1311 tal,

the authorities. ' , Au

-, A good many operational seniinars dest0ti.ec, notam
sion to the existing edUcational infrastrucrall'Y
for literacy work and adult education ill gi-oomem
session is more especially intended for deiniu'ar- Pt '

gramme workers and foreign participants ilww faciaZt$,
the prevailing educational system. hi Order 'cipo,r`e
the work of the participants, the authorities are

-for education prepare a document outlinito'? their°k1-
phy behind literacy work and adult educali-tions,
eral and specific objectives, existing insti,00-1 tfift
working of the system, the characteristjes;ethods-Z1
and programmes, recomniended teaching
procedures, and the probiems encountere;tioenglt
out the programmes. Literacy and adult enged, bj,41- -

grammes have seldom, it must beacknovile:ja; but' de.
signed specifically to meet development ile"ional ji* re
are exceptions and one is the national nine basis"'
acy programme in Thailand which served ar
the educational Work of the operational OP"
that country in 1073. . criticiz

e
d

Functional literaq work has often bee° aside ii-r,a4

being geared to predominately economic ef o grra _a 114 .

In Thailand the national functional litera9Y. Fit is e

relates primarily to culhual,consideratiot%
on the four truths of the teaching of Buda,lr reIi1

if4etl
ve

suffering"; f`Sufferin can be relieved"; 6j° e e
fering, its causes must be identifieol"; Snd'irctiayll'se4L-"";
those who seek the truth of suffering andi.0-01`.' , with-1144_
chbose the path to its elimination" . Budo';ilysic to

:1-resOlutely agnostic outlook relegating met% ratio3n;i
realm of the unknowable, applies itself tffife whioL
form of investigation into the problems 0.1:/, the
within the grasp of all. Ignorance or mill; root c;"`41
of knowledge is held by Buddha to be ll'wns* iitse
of all suffering and servitude. It was on tile,;-.4.beir° o'4r,
philosophy that the Thai educators dray l'rdoptedf
tonal literacy programme. The approach I/esti bt;r111.
Adult Education, Division proceeds fronl P,-,iiclerg:1;,"41

and analysis of the causes of the suffering by
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the pop of the cOimtrY, beginningwith the rural
popula is 2,r the outlying regions. In. practice, it is
more simply an inventory of the problems of a given
milieu, dkich are subsequently translated into educe-
tional ohjectives arid content. The literacy programmes
are thus ffmade-to-measure in adcorilance with specific
needs which may vary from'region to region. The 'Adult
Education Division listed 73 problem situations for the
northern region of the country', where the functional lit-
eracy programme as launched in 1970 in the form of a
pilot *project. Of th st 73 problem situations (also refer-

to..as conce "), 1'8 cOncerned agriculture, 30
health and family planning, 11 ecOnomic matters and 14
civic responsibilities. Each .of the topics is made the eb-
ject of a lesson, with auitable eduegional material in the
form of "problem" posters and reading; writing and .

,!arithmetiesheets which put together form -a reading
,booklet. A litericY session lists tix months and. Com-
prises 180 urs of instruction.- The teaching staff is .

recruite o among primary teachers. The initial phase
of ilotproj t has heen the subject of an evalnation
co erningNsole the acquisition of readingewriting and

etic..A particularly significant feature isVlie ex-.
mely lovidrop-out rate, which in 1971. was no more
an 12 per cent.

INITIAL:CONTACT WfTii THE COMMUNITY

if The time has not/ come for the teams of participants to
make contact with -Ole community in which the educa-
tional activities gre4o.he organized. At this stage, the

Getting to know the community (Indonesia, 1973)

contacts can be nothing more than general. The espential
aim is for the participants to be able to make themselves
known to the people and become accepted by them. It is
also an opportunity to avoid confusion ot distrust by in-
forming the local authorities and peopld of importance
about the aims of the operational seminar ari'd seeking
the co-operation of those living in the area. The aim is
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thus to eitablish a climate of cOnfidence and initiate a
dialogue. This initial'contact fieguently includes courtesy
visits to the leaders and various important figures in
the community. The 'reception the participants are
given very often eziables them to learn the ceremonies of
welcome and the stinetime very complicated etiquette
observed in certain societies, and to appreciate the dis .
play of hospitality which is a feahire of country people
almost everywhere in the world..

BRIEF GiNERAL STUDY OF THF mtugu

It is vital,fof tne otitioipants tQbe able to get to know
the living conditions of the coVimunity -which is ,to sem

AS the contellt forihe educational:activity. The study of
' lcical Conditions makel it .pOssible,to grasp them as they,. ,

,actualltare, to underitand the life of.the.grouP as an in-
terrelated whole; to see how the physical'enviromnent
govetps all Productiie activities arid how the social and
economic-environment. determines the conditions in
which the j'ieople live-The 'study also embraces group

. structures/ and the cultural patterns.whichhave shaped
the people'sliehaviour and attitUdes in an individual and

.original way, and aims to identify 'the institutions and
bodies set up to promote development as well as the lin-
guistic.problems which-could arise. It has to'be a4mitted
that through lack of time,,the studs' of the local u-
nity iii most operational seminars is redueed to a cursory
consideration of few, basic data. At the Togo seminar,
thanks to a division oflabour, the teams carried out the
study and the survey of educational .and training needs
simultaneously. For the first operational seminar held in
Mexico, CREFAL had prepared, well in advance, very.
detailed studies of each of the four communities selected
for practical activities in the field.

N.DEprif sTUDY OF THE MILIEU -

(Formulation of research hypotheses

ough at this stage each of the teams is fully informed
abdjt the aims of-the development scheme and about

--,
the oblenasituations as seen by those in charge of it at.. ;

"edu tional response" are still laciing. To begin with,
a and local level, the essential ingredients of an

the members of the community have no idea what those
are, and the real motives which explain resistance

o The proposed innovations have not been identified.
t is that the members of the community do not have

the necessary knowledge or the required level of educa-
p tion ? Is it that they do not possess the know-how, skills

or occupational qualifications needed by the develop-
.,

ment programmes ? Why are the attitudes of some people
unfavourable ? Meijer words, why do development
prograimnes run, into difficulties ? Information obtained
at.working meetings with those in chargeof.the_develor.E__
ment schemewill have given the teams ideas for research
hypotheses. These-conjectures have to be verified in the
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particular community and compared with the aCtual cir-
cumstances of the local enyironinent so.that activities
can he planned which meet the educational and training
heeds of those,concernect. It is nevertheless important,
right from the start, td focus research on fattors which
are amenabled to educational action. These are :

the knowledge possessed by.' individuals vht
they actually knowias itIelates tb-410 content' of the
development prograrnmesNItattheY.Oughtlaimow but
do not; . .

the skills whichiiidividuals.are:sUM'isekto have in
order to participate effectively in the deVelOpinent pro-
grammes and make them successful:

,the way individuala behave what they actually
doWhich.ddes not always correspond.with What. tbey
knoiv and inak,he in Contradiction with What they aó-.,
cept as being true or usetul;- '

attitudes. what individuals are predisposed to do
or accept Or, inversely, not t or accept;

expectations -whatin *vidualsxould like to do,,
what they hope and.Viislito achieyeOr.in other words";
the leverof their ambitiOns. and Meamis they set them-

°selves in their workor social life., .

Selecting topics for research
Arroperationalseminar isionfYln exerciie and as such iss
subject to numerous constraints. The rekarch 4one as
part-of a genuine functional literacy or adult edjication
programme should normally cover all.the problem situa-
Nons which hinder the implementation of the deVeloir-
thent'programms and which would be amenable to es:WI
catipn and training activities. An Operational seminar,
however, is a race alainst time. In iddition, its prokranune
includes only a limited number of education sessions,
Miinbering three or four at the most. There can thus be
no quaation.!of the research going deeply into all the
problem situations identified by those in charge of the
development scheme. Every:. team must make a choice
from among the problems discovered.

In the Siidan seminar (1971), one of the teams chose
the following four problem situations : \

not enough members of the family were helping to
harvest the cotton;

methods of picking and' baling the Cotton were
poor;

faulty practices were followed in irrigating:the
wheat;

little was known about the parasites which attack
th wheat hulanuary and February.

In the same Seminar, another team chose/the follow-
ing4hemes :

mecharaation of wheat and groundnut farming;
the crop rotation system;
improved seeds; -
the judicious use of fertilizers.

It sho be noted that the second team used differ-
- ent meth its approach from those used by the first
team:The g point for its research was not problem

.

Situations`bul specific-aims of the developMent scheme.
Its readitch alined to identify the initial level Of know-- '
ledge possessed by the farmers in relation to.the imple-

. mentation of the, programmes gientioned above, and also.
-the level of knowledge sequireclofor the corresponding
work. Comparison between the two leVels of knowledge
wouldanake it possille to decide what should be included
in the education programmes.

Determination of the target group ^

It is important at this stage of the operational seminar'sh.
work to decide who are going to be the' subject of the ...,-.-

reward). to decide on the target group, tonse a term---' .

made popular by sociolop.;:ts:-.In theory, the target ,
group includes all those directly concerned by ffiy de-: .

velopment programmes.'Bedause of the limitations of
an ;operational seminar, the survertCannOt Cover large
,numbers of people: Statistical proceduresthiiiihave to
be Used. Because of the great varietk"of conteits in
which operational seminars have taken place, there.are
certain variations inithe processes adopted by. the par- .'
ticipating teams: One fact which should be enrchasized
is that a similar xariety,can be seenin the processes . -

adopted 'by one -atid theignie seminar bRcanse of the
nOn-ditective nature of its proceeding-lit the opera-
tional seminar in Tunisia (1970) which took three pid-
coopéraffres as its survey area, eachof three teen's
uked a different method., The firsfleam Made iiatrof
sampling. As this team's report notes, the.aarnpl 'se-
lected represented scarcely 15 per cent p(the t
group and thus had no statistical value sinekthe oup,
the membera of the 'co-operative;,nuinberedhrily tin .:

``) dividuals. As the report sensibly'remaikskhowever;'' the
`\ aim of this team Was not so much to achieviabsOlutely

accurate scientific results as :t4ow how, to use the
sampling method, provided it was orne in Mind that,
strictly speaking, it could be -appliè only to larger
groups of people": To measure :the epresentativity of

--:-.74' Ahe-sample, a preliminary enitnitY wduld have .been nec-
essary to divide, thp populat on into cypriori categories
(called strata). -- "17.. .

The second team decided -to conduct its survey
among all the members of the.co-operatives assigned
to it, who were nevertheless not Very minierous (57)
-- an 'exhaustive esiquiry only hiaacientifiC value if it in-

.,volves all the people concerned. OWirigtO lack oftime,
te second tearn was unable to contact all the Members
of the co-operative. Because of the verybattire,,,of its
survey (non-directive interviewt interpreted by iPerts),
the third team opted for a survey covering a small num-
ber of the 163 members of its co-operative. - -

.-:.,,,.'
The Sudan seminar (1971) reveals a variety in me

choice of target groups for Me s dy of the milieu. The':
team operating in the village of Wa -E1-/slaim took into :
consideration only literate farmers-and' agricultural
workers. The team allotted to the village of Kareiba ,,,

chose two distinct groupithe 29 pupils at the literacy-,
centre and 25 farmers whO had been through full or ,," --,
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partial schooling. Finally, the team assigned to the vil-
lage of Beika restricted its survey to the group of farmers
and agricultural workers directly involved in the growing
of groundnuts.

In the seminars in Timisid and the Sudan, the choice of .

target groups was dictated by the aints of the develop-
ment project which were prineipally of an economic
nature, and was thus Made on the basis Of social and oc-
cupational categories. It goes without saying that in op-.
erational seminars connected with population questions,
the survey needs fo be direcled at different categories of
the population. At' the, operatiorial seminar held 'at
Nabeurin Tunisia (1972), one of,the teams made a dis-
tinction between the following categories : (a) married
women, (b) married men, (c) unmarried of both sexes
and (d) people, particularly the leading figures in the
community, who codld possibly help or hinder the
propagation of the family planning programme at the
local level. Studie arried out by the other two teams
covered only t categories, adult men and adult
women.

BUILDING UP A PICTURE OF THE ADULT
Al

In order to find out whatpfofilems are amenable to edu-
cational action, it is essential to identify the leVel of
technical knowledge of the individuals making up the
target group, what they know and what -skills they pos-
sess, and also to discover their real level of education,
particularly individual deficiencies which prevent them
from reaching the aims provided for in the development
project:In seminars on population questions it is also
necessary to fmd out how well individuals are informed
about the patterns of behaviour recommended by the
progranune and the extent to which these behaviour pat..
terns are accepted and adopted.

The technical and occupational level

In a development scheme,where economic considera-
tions are dominant, teams attempt first and foremost to
determine the technical and occupational level of the

cOnceined. In most Operational seminari, the
participants have used questionnaires to gather the nec-
essary information. For participants unfamiliar with sur-
vey techniques, this is an opportunity to learn how to
prepare and use this research tool.

In the Sudan (1911), one team's questionnaire was
prepared under the supervision of the team's social
scientists in co-operation with, agricultural expids from
the Gezira Scheme. The questions were arranged accord-
ing to the topics chosen for the study of the milieu and
written in a manner which took account of the lanfflage
spoken by the farmers, a dialect of Arabic, and of the
vocabulary, syntax and set expressions used by those
who were to Teply. It contained 42 questions, most of
them requiring only the answer's yes or no.;

The farmers of the Geiira were very cOTcious of
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their duty of hospitality towards the visitorscand.tended
to give replies whitth they thought the pollsters wanted.
Many questions concerning farming practices were fac- .

tual respondents were asked if they acted in such or
such a way. In connexion with the farming practices
which the agricultural specialists had singled out as usu-:
ally being incoriect, the questionnaire included evaluk
tion questions which meant that the respondent was
asked to give an opinion about the way the farmers usu-
ally work. This ntade it' possible to -discover indirectly
the farmer's bwn knowledge and know-how. Each ques-
tion seleCted was chosen with the aim of the-survey in
mind.

The operational seminar progranune usually makes
provision for a prior test of the tools of research. Trying
out the questionnaiie with a control group, a small rfgh-
ber of individuals not included in the surVey, often re-
veals faults in the way it is constructed, badly wonAllia
questions, poor arrangement, useless items or the omis-
sion of importakt points.

The target.groupof the survey consisted of a total Of
108 people. Circumstances arose which meant that the
teanuwas able to distribute the questionnaire to only 25
farmers; seven of Whom were attending the village liter-
acy_s_entres. Thsazuple contained 12 illiterates, one
semi-literate and 121i . ormation gather, 1-.1

, by the su'rvey confmned to a large extent what the agri-
cultural experts of the Gezira Scheme had said about the
problems of technical knowledge and methods of work,
particularly the existence of faulty techniques for cotton
picking, errors with regard to the irrigation f the n
plants, faulty methods of irrigating the whea ds in
January and February, and inadequate knowledge of the
diseases affecting wheat in January and February. As
concerns womenfolk helping With the cotton harvest,
only four out of the sample of 25 respondents stated ,
that they were against the idea of their wives and daugh-
ters taking part, the great majority saying that they
should always take part in the cotton picking. The team
could have conclued that the problem of the women not
lending a hand,,a problem mentioned by those in Charge
of the Gezira Scheme, was not one which really arose in

Study of the milieu (Haiti, 1974)
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the village selected for the survey, but cross-checks
within the questionnaire made it possible to evaluate
the accuracy of the information and contradictions in
some of the replies showed that the problem of non-
patticipation was in fact a real one.,Comparison between
(a) the number of a respondent's dependents old enough
to help with the cotton harvest and (b) the number of
seasonal workers which the ,tedent employed during
the previous harvest for a/given area of cotton fields,
showed considerable diffe :ences between what the farm-
ers said and the actual extent to which the members of
their family helped. /

Analysis of the re ts.of the survey on farming
niethods also brought to light a significant fact the ab-
sence of correlation jbetween the resppndents' level of ,

literacy and their dmical proficiency. This is probably
not accidental :jthe fact of being literate or having been .
to school does hot necessarly mean that a perion is bet-
ter informed ab ut fanning practices and even less does
it mean that he èn apply these practices more effec-

- tively. The percen ge of correct replies to some of the
'questions was highe from the illiterate respondents. Far
from reducing the v ue of function leiacy work, this
fact, on theralftrary, s it. ee both the vil-
lage school 'and the tradition "t acy cen e are still all
too often marginal, formal establishments, vorced from
the actual circumstances of the fanner's life. Their cur-
ricula usually_have very little to do with changing the
environment. Knowledge is dispensed withOut reference
to the needs of a world undergoing profound change.
Functional literacy instruction, on the otherhand, uses'
actual situations in a given environment to teach people
to analyse and communicate so that they can adant to
the changes for which their participation is necessary.

In identifying the technical and occupational level of
the people concerned, the operational seminar in Haiti
followed a course similar to the one adopted in the Sudan.
At Camp Perrin, one of the places iriVolved inthe survey,
the team of participants based its research on the knowl-
edge, skills, behaviour, attitudes and expectations of the
coffee-planters with regard to farming practices. The
questionnaire was constructed around the problems en-
countered by the Institut Haltien de la Promotion du
Café des Denrées d'Exportatio.n (IHPCADE). This
institute Oyes priority lo,enlarging coffee plantations
and increasing production. The local agent recommended
the instruction of new varieties, particularly Katura
which is less vulnerable to hurricane damage, and the re-
generation of old plantations. From the problems men-
tioned by this agent, the team chose those which could
be tackled by education and training activities, such as
the planter's lack of training in agricultural techniques
like roudne pruning and pruning to promote new growth
and ignorance of the diseases which attack coffee plants,
particularly sooty0ould which the planters did not
know either to treat Or prevent. The questionnaire was
tried out in.itiallk on five planters in a neighbouring lo-
calitk and revised so as to contain only.those questions
which could provide information of use in subsequent

educational activities. To make sure that the replies were
frank,- the team intentionally left out any question
which could be interpreted asfrdiscreet and thus pro-
voke the distrust of the planters. The results of the sur-
vey enabled the following problems to be detected :

ignorance of how to make'a judicious choice of
coffee varieties andhow to selectiteed;

ignoradee of the,techniques of transplanting coffee

relative ignorance of fertilization practice;
ignorance of diseases affecting coffee-plants;

7 ignorance concerning yields per unit of planted
area.

The keyword descriptive of each of the problems dis-
covered by the Camp Perrin team is*ignorance". The
infOnnationgathered by another team, however, during.
the same seminar, shoWed that knowledge could also
constitute a problem. This, team, operating at Sainte-
Helene, another locality involved in the survey, had di-

.--rected its enquiry tO the growing of maize, the priOpal
agricultural crop in the region, increased productiMof.
which was one of the development aims. The field sur-

Away showed that 30 per cent of the agricultural processes
knoWn to the fanners were not effectively applied; or in
other words:that the farmers did not necessarily make
use of what they knew:Where innovations are concerned
the gulf between what is known and what is actually
practised is a phenomenon which has been revealed al-
most in over the world. It is not enough tO acquire neW
knowledge : this knowledge has still to correspond to a
value accepted by the person concerned. The farmers at
Sainte-Hélène had indeed learnt a rational method of
sowing maize from demonstrations by agriatural ex-
tension workers, but continued to sow their seed in the
traditional way. The demonstrations had, in fact, given
the fanners new knowledge but had not changed their
Way ofthinldng. If farmers wOrk in a certain wa}c, which
we migit call traditional, it is bedause this is the result of
a chain of reasoning. So long as the links in this chain of

-logic remafn unknown, it is unlikely that the farmers can
be induced to accept a different point Of view..Any at-
tempt to change a person's Way of thinking, reasoning
and judging; and tO get him to adoPt other waYs Which`
conform more closely to the requirements of develop-
ment has to proceed from his Own system of logic, fiom
the_way he interprets facts in the light of his own expe-
rience, from his own persbnality and from his whole sys-
tem of values. Such changes call for educationand train-
ing activities and these, in the case of illiterateor semi-
educated people, are called functional literacy Work.

In the two examples whiCh we have just mentioned,
those of the Sudan and Haiti, the teams, in building up
die picture of the adults' technical and occupational levels,
made use of questionnaires as a tool of investigation
and of interviews as a procedure for collecting informa-
tion. In the operational seminar in Tunisia, 1970, one of
the teams-of participants used a different method con-
sisting of-a test with a rating scale. The aim was to mea-
sure the level of technical skill among the members of
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the pri-cii;pirative in respect of the growing of vines
andbitrus fruit, with particular reference to farming
practices, the the or fertilizers, pest treatments, irriga-
tion and surface tilling;-The tests had been prepared by
the team in co-operation with the agricultural experts
andffrianagers of the co-operative. Each item in the te..t
was assessed from the qualitative point of view on the
following five-point scale :

4. full knowledge of the operatpn described in the
" question;

e 3. good but incomplete knowledge;
2. clearly inadequate knowledge;
1. confusion or anti-scientific ideas;
0. no reply.
The results item by item were converted into percent-

ages for each of the five levels. The test revealed a rela-
tively high level of technical skill, better for 'the cultiva-
tion of vines than for citrus fruits. It showed that te
reason Why farming practices and other dperation were
carried out wis understood much less than ho o carry
them out. The team therefore thought it n,e6essary to
concentrate the educational activities on terVdfic ex-
planations of why these operations were performed. The
.test had made,it possible to discover what the Members
of the co-operative didnot, as a rule, know. The prob-
lem chosen by t4'seminar as the educational topic was
the damage caui to orange plantations by ophids.

Generally speaking, it is vital for educational activities
to be based from the outset on concepts with which the
group concerned is already familiar. In this, the teacher
is only following_ one of the golden rules of teaching
which is to proceed from the known to the unknown. If
the education were based on concepts skill unfamiliar to
the group, it would not go very far. A sample survey
enabled the team to identify what the members of the
co-operative already knew about insect pests, their at-

; titudes to the problem and their motivations, i.e. what
they were ready to do to solve the problem.

The level of information about population matters and
the extent to which the methods recommended are
adopted

In operational seminars on population activities, the
teams of participants usually adopt an apprOach similar
to that used in preparing educational activities based on
economic development, but the investigation of the
milieu obviously covers those matters, highlighted by
the analysis of problem situations carried out by. those in
charge of the programme at regional level. This analysis
4naibles each of the teams to draw up its research plan in
accdidance with the objectives of the programmes and
the essential needs of the population. In Tunisia (1972),
Indonesia and the Philippines, the study of the milieu
was carried out with the aid of pre-tested questionnaires
distributed to samples of the population. There were
questions concerning the variables of sex, age,'marital
status, number of children living or dead, occupation

_and level of education, so as tO fit the respondents into
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categories;pr questionnaire included sectionstlive alsO
'making it ssible to identify the obstacles hindering tft
application of the programmes. As the situation analysis
mu to lead on to eduCational activities, the question-
naires dealt primarily with what individuals knew about
family planning, where they had received their infornits
tion, their beliefs, attitudes and behaviqur and motiva-
tions, and the extent to which the 'methods recommend-
ed were adopted, all.things.which depentl on education.

A number of qüestionnafres also included a section
on attitudp to education, both th6.education of the
respondenlls children and the person's own wish to re-
ceive more education if the opportunity arose.

In Tunisia as in Indonesia and the Philippines, most
respondents Already knew of the existence .of fandly
planning programmes and were able to Mention one or
more contraceptive methods. The surveyi nevertheless
brought to light interesting facts concerning their sources
of information. The fmdings confirmed that, generally
speaking, word'of mouth was the commonest source .

of information. ln one of the villages covered by the
Tunisian seminar, the information programmes put out
by radio and teleVision (the village had quite a large
number of television sets) had only a limited impact. In
actual lact, 68.9 per cent of-the manied men ,and 76 pq
cent of the married women had learned of the existence
of fthe natio*family planning programme by word of
mouth fromneighbours, relations, friends, political as-
sociations, etc. The bask survey carried out in Indonesia
led to similar findings. In the Philippines, despite the '

fact that a high percentage of those replying to the ques-
tionnaire read newspaPers or magazines (73 per cent in
one village).and despite a high percentage of radio lis-
teners (70 per cent in the same village), individual con-
tacts were once again mentioned as the main source of
information about population progranuees. It would ap-
pear, at least in the areas where these three operational
seminars were held, that use of the mass media to spread
innovation has not come up to the expectations of those
in charge of the programmes, communication in fact tak-
ing place between people, by word of mouth, using the
networks of individual contacts. This phenomenon ex-
plains the superficiality of what the people knew about
familyftlanning, with distortions occuring as an oral
messagis passed on, and rumours spreading about the
harmfulness Of contiaceptive methods to wOrnt,n's
health. This phenomenon also explains one fact, perhaps
vital from the educational point of view, notxd in these
three countries, which is that a considerable gulf exists.,
between acceptance of the programme and its adoption.
All surveys show a high rate of acceptance, particularly
among Women, but the same sources:show that the level
of adoption of contraceptive methods reinains negligible.
Accepting an innovation means that one acknowledges
its value and usefulness in the light of one's own criteria,
but a person may be sincerely convinced of the value of
a new practice and still not adopt it. Adoption is a psy-
chological process and, as social scientists have shown, a
process of learning. Education thus appears as a means



of directing the learning process 'and influencingthe be-
liaviour of an individual in accordance with his own in-
tereSts. Education must nevertheless not be confused
with propaganda aiming to persuade or convince People
of the advantages of a particular practice. In the three
operational seminars to which we have referred, t4e aim
was to use the individual's ideas about the aims nd

. .

methods of the programmes to provide them with the
necessary knowledge, explanations and backgrounl data
io enable each individual to make an informed choice ac-

' cording to his own preferences and criteria.

The educational level
All educational and iraining activity has to take account
of the initial level of the individuals for whose benefit it
'is Organized. At this stage of the method being followed, '
the teams must establish the correct leVel for educational
activities which it is their task to prepare. They have to
fmd an answer to the basic question : how do the adults
rate intellectually, i.e. what is their present level Of edu-
cation.? Are they completely illiterate ? If not, what
Standard hive they reachedin seading, w4ting and writ-
ten arithmetie ? Can they read and undeistand the tech-
nical booklets put out for them by the development
agencies ? Can they do the sums needed in olplying any
new technique ? Are they familiar with thOtic reason-
ing associated with it ?

In interviewing the indthduals constituting the sample
during te initial inquiry into problem situations, it .

Taking a mental arithmetic test
(Pakistan, 1974)

,

was possible to gather some information about their
level of education. This was expressed in terms of years
spent at school. Supposing this information to be accu-
rate, however, it is frequently only of relative Que. The
people may have slipped back or everi relapsed into illiter-
acy. In the seminar held in Indonesia; one alifn, using
the fmdings of the background survey, eiassed the res-
pondents into three theoretical categories :

the illiterate, i.e. those Who had never been to
school or who had followed literacy courses for less than
three months;

semi-literates, i.e. those who had given up their pri-
mary education during the rust three years or who had
abandoned the literacy courses;

the literate, or those who had been to school for
four years or finished the complete literacy course.

Analysis of the control tests showed that some peo-
ple who had never been to school or a literacy centre
could be classified as semi-literate and that some people .

classified as literate had, in fact, become illiterate again.
This is why the programme of a certain number of

operational seminars includes the compilation and use of
relatively simple tests totdetennine the real literacy levels
of the people concerned and to identify more effec-
tively the level at which the educatioh must start. In ad-
dition, the fmdings make it possible for the teams, where
necessary, to constitute several groups of adults, each of
a similar level of education,, as occured in Tunisia
(1970), the Sudan and Thailand.

In Haiti, those attending the literacy centre at Camp
Perrin underwent tests to measure the standard of read-
ing aloud, silent reading, mental aritlunetic, the reading

of numbers, and written calculations. The test for read-
ing aloud consisted of reading seven sentences of increas-
ing difficultic. The silent reading test comprised three
sentences, with control questions to measure the degree
of comprehension. All the sentences in the reading
tests were to do with coffee growing, the main or
secondary occupation of the people involved. The men-
tal arithmetic tests were presented in the form of real

Number reading test (Thailanck 1973)
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situations experienced by the people being tes . They
were required to solve four problems, each of wkich call-
ed foi one of the four basic operations, showing whether
the subjects understood how to perforni them. The 'nUrn.
ber,reading test was given with the aid of a set of flash : ;
cards, with one number on each card. The set began with
a single figure and ended with a five-figure number. In
the written arithmethic test, the subjects were asked to-
solve the same problems as for mental arithmetfe, buf in
writing. Finally, the writing test contained difficulties
of three lei/els, thelise of printing, cursive writing and
capitals. The team had prepared instructions in advance,{
to be followed in detail wheneach test was given:These
instructions also included a marking scalein onief,to
standardize the niarking system. The team had preilared
the necessary material for giving the tests; and the tests
themselves had been tried out previously on a few sub-
jests outside theroup.

It may be wdndered why the teamincluded a Mental (
arithmetic test. In actual fact, a person may be able to
solve elementary arithmetical problems mentally with-
out being able to perform the operations in writing. By
defmition, sucli a person is illiterate. The aim of the test
is nevertheless to identify the starting point for, the
teaching of arithmetic. Literacy programmes too.fre-
quently fail to take into account the fact that an adult
illitera e can count and generally knows how to perform
the fo r basic arithmetical operations. Textbooks are
often fitten in a rather naive way, under-estimating the
skill sftwnby adults in solving even fairly complicated
arithmetic problems. '-

At Camp Perrin, the average mark obtained by all
subjects for each of tests was calculated on a scale with

ADULT LITERACY RATING

Reading aloud
10

Silent reading
(comprehension)

10 4
Writings

\

JO
WrittA arithmetic

10

WAL \5- 10

5,3rair fRneuadmibersng

6,3

10

Mental arithmetic

RATING OF STUDENTS AT
LITERACY CENTRE

RATING OF A LITERATE ADULT

a maximum Of ten points. The resulp were set out in
diagrammatic form (see diagram).

s' The results obtained made it possible to 'classify the
?subjects of the tests in three categories according to their
real level of education. It should be noted that no ac-
count was taken in this Classification of the thar b-

' tained in mental arithmetic. As the maximum score
was thirty points, those who obtained an aggregate score
of less than 20 were conVered as illiterate. Those scor-

.ing over 20. but under 25 were classed as semi-literate
sand those between 25 and 30 as literate. The group was
distributed ai follows :

' 4 illiterate : 21
. semi-literate :

-literate : 9. ,

One of the teams at the operational seminar in Thai-
land wanted to estahlish a correlation between the'ma
obtained in the reading tests and those in the arithmet
tests, as well as a correlation between the ores in the
reading tests, those, in the arithmetic tests; the level of
education and age. It should be noted that the test had '
been given to a group of farmers,t5 men and 10 women
varying in'aisbetween 17 and 56. One single individual---:
had never been to school but 80 per cent of the sample,
had been to school for four years.

The coefficient of correlation was calculated by the
Spearman or rank correlation/method will& is easy to
use with a small population. The coefficient of corre-
lation, represented by the Greek letter p is obtained by
the following formula :

p = 1 6 E (12

N (N2 1)

where d is the difference between the ranks of the pair-
ed items (e.g. the level,of education and scores in the
reading test) and N is the number of subjects in 'the sam-
ple.

The following results were obtained :
1. correlation betWeen reading and arithmetic

scores = .70
2. correlation between level of education and

reading scores = :56
3. correlation between level of education and

arithmetic.scores = .62
4. correlation' betweenage and reading scores = .05
5. correlation between age and arithmetic

scores = .05
These results yad one to conclude that there is a sub-

stantial borrelaii n between 'the standard of reading and
arithmetic and betWeen the length of the subject's
schooling and his perfomance in reading and arithmetic.
On the other hand, the tests showed no significant cor-
relation between subject's performances and their ages.

One of the teams in the operational seminar in Pakis-
tan establithed the following correlations

1. correlation between reading and wrling
scores = .71
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2. correlation between readiag and arithmetic
scores . = .81

3. correlation between writing and arithmetic
scores - = .67

4. correlation between the level of education
atyl the scores obtained in all the tests = .73

Interpretation of these coefficients would tend to
confirm the hypothesis that there is a very Considerable
Correlation between these sets of data.

The level of visual perception

Development agencies often produckposters, illustra-
tions and charts-at considerable cost t&motivate the inyi4
dividus they wish to reach, show them the advantages
of a Particular innovation and explain to them what
needs doing and how to do it. Using pictures as a means
ofcommunication seems to those in charge of many de-
velopment programmes a particularly suitable way of
communication with illiterate people or those with little
education. In many literacy-campaigns, the reading
books use drawings as teaching aids to facilitate the iden-
tification of a word or the-understanding of a text. But
does the adult identify the message which the conven-
tional pictorial representation of reality is SUpposed to
communicate to him ? What parts of this representation
of the real world is he able to recognize ? What parts
does he not understand ? Does he grasp the significance
of the picture put in front of him ? Experience shows
that a form of illiteracy exists which is too often ignored,
that of picture-blindness. Any perceptions, in fact,
whether.through hearing, sight or touch, is based on an
individual's past experience:The person will perceive
only what he has learnt to recognize and identify. Visual
aids easily decipherable by individuals accustomed from
their earliest years to the pictorial representation of the
real world in their environment will be meaningless to
individuals who have-never been exposed to such repre-,,
sentation% It was clear from the first operational semi-
nar held in Tunisia (1970) that visual perception, an es-'
sential element of the learning process, needed to be
tested and measured in some way, particularly the inter-
pretation of pictures.

At the Togo seminar, one of the teams chose the fol-
lowing six items in order to prepare a test on visual per-
ception :

item No. 1: identification of the message in a pic-
ture overburdered with detail;

- item No. 2: identification of the message from a
picture showing the sathe subject but simplified (without
any background);

- _item No 3 : identification of the message from a
black and white picture;

- item No. 4: identification of the message from the ,
same picture but in colours;

item No. 5:grasp of the concept of perspective;
- item No. 6: interpretation of a stylized picture.
Each of the items contained three levels of difficulty

corresponding to the three stages in the mental process

.7;

Visual perception test
(Philippines, 1974)

of deciphering a picture, viz: enumeration, desctiPtion
and interpretation. .

The team drew up a scale of marks for each item
ranging from 1 (minimum) to 4 (maximum). The draw-
ings for items 1, 2 and 5 of the test Were the work of art-
ists in the team. For items 3 and 4, the team borrowed a
colour poster used in the region for health education and
reproduced it in black and white. yor item 6, the team
used a publicity poster for the development agency
SORAD which provided the framework for the educa-
tional activity. The wording optifi-Ar masked. This poster
represented a hand spreading fertilize) from a bag, together

itth a magnificent maize cob. Subje ts who linked the
ee parts of the poster together obtained the maxi-

mum score. Nevertheless, a reply suefi as :'"It's sotheone
sowing maize from the bag" was considered as valid.

The telt, was set to 23 prospective students of the liter-
acy centre who had previously undergone tests to measure
their level of education, giving the following result :
illiterates: 20; semi-literates: 2; literates: 2. The results of
the visual perception test were as follows:

- item No. 1: (picture with a lot of detail) message
identified by 13 subjects out of 23;

- item No. 2: (picture without details) message iden-
tified by 18 out of 23 ;

- item No. 3: (black and white picture) message-
identified by 12 out of the 23 people;

- item No. 4: (colour picture) message identified by
1 7 out of 23;

- item No: 5: (idea bf perspective) message under-
stood by four subjects; 19 did not understand;

- item No. 6: (stylized picture) message understood
by three subjects; 20 did not understand.

It would thus seem that half the subjects were used to
looking at pictures and that the other half Would not
have to try very hard to understand simple pictorial re-
presentations. Colour turned out tO be a significant fac- -.-
tor in understanding, and the number of people identify-
ing the message increased from 12 in the case of the
black and white picture to 17 for the coloured picture.

4
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Visual perception test (Philippines - 1974)

1. Picture with a lot of detail

3. Black-and-white picture

5. Showing the idea of perspective
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2. Picture without details

4. Coloured picture
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6. Stylized picture



The idea of perspective and the stylized presentation of
the message were not gnderstood at all. This does not
mean that they should.be rejected but their use requires
an introduction and needs gradual and planned teaching
as part of literacy activities.

One of the teams at the operational seminar in Pakis-
tan calculated the correlation between the level of visual
perception on the one hand and the level of literacy and
length of schooling on the other. The following results
were obtained:

correlation between the level of literacy and
level of visual perception = .82

2. correlation between the length of schooling
and the level of visual perception = .68

The correlation between the individual's level of liter-
acy and his ability to interpret visual messages is thus
highly significant. The influence of schooling is less
marked. Analysis of the results of tests in Thailand led
to identical, conclusions, i.e. that the length of schooling -

had no effict on the individual's visual perception. This
could be due to the fact that education in school had
not paid any attention to teaching pupils how to deci-
pher and read pictorial representations of the real world.
On the other hand, there was a significant connexion be-
tween the real level of education, as established by the
test, and the ability to understand the representation pf
the real world through pictures. On average, the scor8-

pobtained by illiterates in the visUal perception tests were
lower than those of the semi-literate, and the scores of
the semi-literate were lower than those of the literate.
This was true for all itema except for the item concerned
with perspective, a pictorial convention of which all the
subjects were generally ignorant.

During operational seminars held in Togo, Pakistan,
Haiti and the Philippines, we had the opportunity to
set tests on identical pictures. At Agbetikd in Togo, the
sample consisted 423 prospective students of the liter-
acy centre, all buf three of whom were illiterate. At
Deona in Pakistan, the test involved a group of 24 people,
19 of whom were illiterate. At Camp Perrin in Haiti,
the sample of 40 included 20 illiterate, lb semi-literate
and 9 literate people; and at Talisay in the Philippines,
the test was given to a representative sample of the vil-
lage population, with an average level of education of

.. five year's-schooling and not containing one single illit-
erate. Below iS a comparative table of the average obtain-
ed for each item in the visial perception test. The scale
goes from 1 to 4,4 being the highest score.

The figures of this table would seem to confiim the
hypothesis that the level of literacy is a deciding factor
in understanding pictures. Perspective, which is the con-
ventional way of representing distance, should be avoid-
ed in illustrations for illiterates. It requires a gradual in-
troduction and this should be part of an integral literacy
programme. Interpreting a stylized drawing requires a
certain levaL of abstract thinking which is not common
among illiterates. The eye has to be trained to under-
stand stylization in the same way as peripective.

To be valid, a visual perception test must be based on

.1.

_
, \ Agbetiko

(Togo)

IP

,

Deona
(Pakistan)

Camp
.p Talisay

(Philippines)

lden rifieatiOn ,

,of a complex'
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Identification
of a Octure
without details

3.8 3.2%
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Identification of
a black and white
picture

3.3 2.7 3.1 3.8

Identification
of a coloured
picture

3.8 3.0 2.8 3.8

Grasp of the
concept of
perspectives

2.8 2.8 2.5 3.3

Understanding ..

a stylized
picture

2.5 2.9 2.6 3.8
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pictures which refer directly to the subject's experience.
In Togo, a picture by one of the team membera showed
three men walking one behind another along a straight
road. Their clothes and the way they were acting Were
"European" . The villagers did not understand the mean-
ing behind the pieture since the straight road and the
ay the people were acting did not form part of their
experience. On the other hand, pictures drawn by local
artists and relating to the subject's own experience were
better understood. The comparative table shows that co-
lour is a real factor in understanding. Only the score ob-
tained in Haiti seems to.indicate the contrary but in fact,
in the case of the item relating to the coloured picture,
the artist had drawn a turkey, a familiar hird found in
every farmyard, but had coloured it mauve, yellow, blue
and red, giving a striking artistic effect but not much like
the real colours of a turkey. Colour fac#itates identifica-.
tion of a subject provided that it is realistic.

CREFAL'S, APPROACH : "BASIC EVALUATION"-

The study of the milieu as carried out in almost every
one of the 27 operational seminars organized by
CREFAL has two aims: to collect the basic information
needed to prepare a functional educational programme
for adults in which literacy is only one stage; and to de-

cide on points of reference, with the aid of series of indi-

cators, so as to be able to measure the individual, social
and economic changes which take place as p result of the-
education programme. It was this second aim which ldd
CREFAL to call the study of the milieu."basic evalua-
tion". This approach is particularly justified and valid in
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the case of operational seminars hela as a prelude to the
launchingof fulLicale adult education programmes. The
initial evaluation carried out during the seminar will then
make it possible to cairy out a regular evaluation of,the .

results obtained.by the progiammes and, where neces-
sary, adapt the *aching processes to the new needs
which may arise And to the difficulties and pratlems en-
countered.i

Although the 'pattern worked out- by the CREFAL
specialists follows in btoad outline the approach adapted

, in the operational seminars we have already spoken.
about, it nevertheless features some procpdures all its
own. On the basis of the general objectives of the devel-
oPment project, the participants in the seminar try, first
of all, to identify the, technical and occupational require-
ments and hence thi knowledge and skills which the
people involved in the development scheme must have in
order to adopt the ideal working techniques for the at-
tainment of the objectives of the scheme. Fot example,
if the general objective is to double maize production,
the requirements will be, depending on local-conditions:
to change the seed; to apply x kilograms of fertilizer Y
per hectare at y centimetres depth at a given moment in
the cultivation; to water for such and such a time at such
and such a moment, in furrows of a particular depth; to
use other agricultural practices in particular ways. Thus
at the operational seminar in Honduras, based on co-
operatives, 28 essential requirements were listed for in-
creasing banana and maize production. The table drawn
up by the participants indicates, for each technical oper-
ation listed and following the logic of their relationships,
the knowledge needed for the operation and the scienti-
fic explanation or technical reason for it. These are the
so-called non-occupational requirements; e.g. to change
the seed, one must not only be acquainted with the new
seed but also know the sources of supply and know how
to use credit, tr,c1 whether credit is necessary for pur-
chasing the seed; one must also know how to calculate
the cost price and the amount of interest and be able to
Write in order to submit a request for a loan. Education,
health and hygiene are, explicitly or implicitly, integral
parts of the ideal situation or end-product for which the
development scheme is aiising"

The second level of the basic evaluation concerns the
community. The task is to study where it lives,lts ori-.,
gins, its physical environment and natural resources,its
communication facilities (postai service, telegraph, tele-
phones); public services; social aspects, organizations or
associations and recreational activities; school education
and adult education; water supply; hygiene and drainage,
housing; economic activities, e.g. trade, market, or craft
work in a word everything needed to build up an ex-
tremely detailed picture of the community. The infor-
mation gathered by various appropriate means of enqui-
ry is set dbwn in tabula form to facilitate interpretation.
The series of tables (the Honduras seminar produced 12)
presents a complete ecological account since it takes into
consideration the natural, the social and the economic
environment. Analysis of the table makes it possible to
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grasp "the actual situation of people engaged in an orga-
nized process of change, an exercise which is absolutely
necessary if education is to be able to meet their needs,

, or, jf. one prefers, if those, in charge of this change are to
be abler to communicate with these people, and succeed
iii their venture" l .

The operational seminar theft...tackles the third stage
of the basic evaluation, which iito determine the indivi-
dual level.

On the basis of the lists of occupatiopal and non-oc-
cupational requirements previously drawmup, the parti-
cipants proceed to carry otit-t study of the type of indi-
viduals concerned by the develbpment scheme .and who
will profit from the functional education programme.
The task is to establish a list of indicators which will
make it possible to determine the shortcommings of the
people involved when faced with the requirements of
their own development. To achieve this the teams pre-
pare questionnaires and tests for the social survey, often

. basing them on models worked-out by CREFAL special-
ists. The questionnaire includes.a series of Sections e.g.
identification; family situation; type of housing; health;
production factors, including technical skills, knowledge
and attitudes to ,development objectives; the effective
use of the Services existtag in the community; and social
relationships. As well as being given a questionnaire, the
people are asked to take-reading, writing and arithmetic
tests and a frequently.very elaborate test of vistial per-
ception.

A certain number of statistical standards are adhered
to in this survey e.g. the representativity and size of the
sample and its applicability. The data obtained are codi-
fied in order to facilitate their arrangement and presen-
tation, usually in the form of a table. For this, the parti-
cipants use a rating scale based on a qualitative estimate.
Let us assume, for example, that for the irrigation of a
given crop, two things are to be taken into consider-
ation : the appropriate time (say between 15and 30
May) and the quantity of water per unit of time and area
(say 200 litres per hectare per hour). With regard to the
approPriate time, the rating will be expressed numeri-
cally on a points scale :

1 = never
2 = at any time
3 = before 15 May
4 = after 30 May '
5 = between 15 and 30 May.

As regards quantity of water, the scale will be :
1 = nothing

,k 2 = less than 200 litres
3 = more than 200 litres
4 = 200 litres in less than one hour
5 = correctly.
The results of the survey will provide indicators of
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1. A. Tobelem,Analyse résumie du systime des siminaires opera-
tionnels d'éducation fonctionnelle en Amirique Latine.
CREFAL, Sept. 1972, p. 9.



the group's average level of skills. It is therefore impor-
tant to present them clearly since this facilitates their
use by the teams. The sets of indicators are thus pres-
entéd in "individual indicator matrices" . These matrices
of indicators, suitably decoded.show the starting posV
tion of the adults with regard to the.demands of a devel-
opment, project, and the problem situations classified in
order of economic or social priority and also according
to the agricultural calendar: What to include in the func-
tional education programmes can be worked out by ana-
lysing the "content" indicators. The results of these
tests on literacy and visual perception levels will provide
"form" indicators making it possible to identify the
methods and equipment to be used h the education pro-

r;igramme. The basic evaluation, in ite initial phase, thus
leads to the preparation of education programmes which
are "tailor-made" with regard to their content aqd form.

The approach propagated by CREPAL in many coun
tries of Latin America assumei that those taking part in
the operational seminars possess certain knowledge so
that they can play an active part in the basic evaluation.

f
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Experience has shown that, social scientists apart, very
few participants have any knowledge of the statistical
techniques required.,CREFAL specialists thus frequent-
ly have to devote one or more sessions of the operational
seminar to the introduction of a few necessary theoreti-
cal ideas. A document published by CREFAL states that
nearly three-fifths of a seminar are given up to this theo-
retical introduction to the detriment of the activities
which should take up the rest of the timel. This has in-
evitably led to a certain entailment of freedom in the
way the exercise is conducted and to a certain uniformi-
ty in the work of the teams. If the operational seminar is
to have the hoped-for multiplier effect, it is obviously
vital for the procedures and techniques employed to be
easy enough to use for participants to be able to put
them into practice without majoidifficulties in their
work. This is a basic principle which, should always be
borne in mind in'any tiaining course.

1. El porqui y el comb de la educacibn funcional para adultos en
America Latina. Crefal, Piticuaro, Mexico,1974, p.112. CREFAL
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Chàoter IV

Phase two of the educational process:
the edUcation and training

CHOICE OF TOPICS TO BE COVERED

In an operational seminar, because of the inevitable limi-
tatiOns of time, each team of participants must work ac-
cording to a somewhat selective plan. Wehave already
seen, A propos of the study of the milieu, how each team
is obliged to selecl only a very limited number of prob-
lem situations for its research. It must now choose, from
among the problem situations on which field work has
been done, one or two topics for the education and -
training programme. It should be emphasized once, again

that, in a proper functional literacy programme, all the
problem situations amenable to educational action
should be taken into account. The fmal choice of topics
is ordinarily made by each team on the basis of the facts
at its disposal and in consultation with the technicians of
the development scheme. In some operational seminars,
teams have formulated criteria to g4de them in their
choice.

In Haiti, for example, where the development pro-
gramme concerned coffee growing, one of the teams
Considered that in order to determine criteria, the prob-
lems to be selected as topics for educational action
should :

Jegarded as, problems by the planters and as
amenable to an education ran-41 iriiiiñpiorathiné,'

correspond to the priority objectives of !:levelop-
ment programmes hi the field of coffee cultivation;

be of tropical relevance in relation to the agricul-
tural time-table;

be susceptible of solution by the planters them,
selves; and

enable the team to experiment with a variety of
educational methods in ordeghto add to the professional
experience of each of its members.

The three topics selected with the agreement of
agronomists and technicians were the following :

rational choice of the varieties of coffee plant and

selection of seeds;
establishment and upkeep of a seed-bed; and
combating the diseases that affect coffee plants.

It should be noted, as the team pointed out in its re-

port, that these three subjects are interdependent; they
are logically connected in the form of chains of prob-
lems to be solved and make possible an educational pro-
gression in the training of the planters. In fact, these
three topics or training components constitute a homog-
eneous, meaningful whole, in other words a "sequence",
for the preparation of the education programme.

.THE TARGET GROUPS

It is essential, at this stage of the programme being car-

ried out by the teams of pakticipants, to identifiy exact-
ly those for whom the programme is intended; we shall
call them, for want of a more appropriate term, the
learners. Where the communities selected as a field for
practical work have a literacy training centre or .anedu-

cational centre in operation or ready to start operations,
the technical, occupational and conceptual lev.els of the
adults concerned will already have been established. The
data thus gathered indicate not only their knowledge
and skills,the gaps and insufficiencies therein and their
technical and occupational levels, but also their level of
basic educationin such cases, each of the teams possesses
the information needed to determine the level at

r which the educational-programme should operaWon the,
basis of the learners' level. In several operational semi-
nars, the teen wished to extend the educational pro-
gramme to a group larger than that of those attending
the literacy training or adult education centre. In the
Sudan seniinar, one of the teams decided that the pro-
gramme should not be limited to the adults attending
the village literacy training centre, nor eyen lit those
whose educational levels had been shown by'ffits to be
badly wanting. The practical subjects chosen for the pro-
gramme, which were selected on the basis of real prob-
lems that weie hampering the development activities of
the Gezira Scheme, concerned all the farmers, illiterate,-
semi-literate, literate and alike. The study of the milieu
had revealed that even literates did not always possess
the knowledge and skills needed, that tliey used wrong

or even harmful farming methods, in othet words that,
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even with a certain edncational background, from the
point of view of development requirements they were
"functionally illiterate". The team therefore decided to
design programmes for all the farmers., Tests for educa-
tional levels had revealed the existence of three catego-
ries, illiterates, semi-literates and literates. For reasons
of a practical nature, the team considered only twd cate-

,

gories, the illiterates and the literates. The same pro-
gramme was developed at both levels. It was decided
however that the programme for the literates would, nOt
be organized in a formal-way, but that they would be
free to take part or not as they wished. The team was di-
vided into two sub-groups, the first being responsible for
preparing the programme of activities for the literacy
training centre, and the second that intended for the lit-
erate farmers.

One of the Thailand operational seminar teams addpt-
ed a similar approach, putting into practice a single edu-
cation programme but designed for two different levels,
those already attending the literacy training centre and
all the farm-workers men and women im the com-
munity, i.e. all those immediately involved in the prob-
lem situations detected during the study of the milieu.
As in the Sudan, the farmers were formed into an open
group where participation was optional. The objective of
the educational activities designed for the farmers was to

'stimulate them to request from the institutions responsi-
ble..for agricultural development technical Ndocumenta-
tron on the questions with which they were concerned
and to urge them to use that information with a view to
solving some of their problems, in other words to develop
a literate type of behaviour. Since most of the farmers
were semi-literate, the team prepared reading,material at
a corresponding level in the form of technical'sheets
which were read and commented on during the ses-
sions.

During the first operational seminar in Tunisia (1970)
one of the teams, after analy&ing the training needs of
the members of the pré-coopérative, decided to gear the
educational activities to the following three groups : illit-
erates, semi-literates and the cadres or key personnel of
the co-operative. The team had noticed that when an il-
literate left the literacy training sessions, he was plunged

. in an environment where he has no opportunity to use
his knowledge. He was sometimes the only one who
understood the "reason why", the scientific explanation
for certain technical operations. It seemed necessary to
provide the learners attending the literacy training centre °

with surroundings that gave a dynamic quality.to their
new knowledge. The only way to create ipropitious at-
mosphere was by involving the other members of the co-
operative in the educational programme, whether they
were semi-literate or literate, as well as the cadres who
had,attended school to the end of the primary level or
beyond. The sequence prepared for the illiterates was to
be included in the programme ,of the literacy training
centre. For the semi-literates, the-team decided to exper-
iment with a self-training system which would enable
them on the one hand to fill in the gaps left by. their
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education, which did not meet the occupational needs of \
the farmers,', and on the other hand to attain to the
same technical level as those attending the literacy train-
iug centre. The, teaching materials prepared for the semi-
literates who Were to work bn their own were self-
connecting and graded in order of increasittgdifficulty,
and were made up of question sheets which came with
explanatory answer sheets. For the cadres of the co-
operative, whose general level of education and vocational

, qualifications was distinctlyhigher, the team employed .

the techniques of progranuned education, a promi-
nently self-directed procedure whereby the user may be-.
gin She programme at the level that suiti him best and
correct his mistaltes himself. The socio-occupational
message addressed to the three categpries of learners was
'identical; it was given a more seientific slant in the pro-
gramme designed for the cadres but dealt with the same
problems. The primary aim Was to provide aBlevels with
the knowledge needed by the various groupS Within the
co-operative. .

These three examples, taken from the operational ,

seminars in the Sudan,Thailand and Tunisia, seem to reveal
a fact that is all too often overlooked, namely that liter-
acy training whether functional or not is nOt simply
a matter of individuals who aiegearning to read, write or
do written arithmetic; it is a_matter which affects the
social milieu in the full sense of the term the knowl-

\ edge, skills, and patterns of behaviour of the.social group
\ as a whole. If the milieu is pre-literate, literacy traiuing is
\ in great danger of falling on stony:ground and being can- ..,

'celled out by the behaviour patterniof the majority of ''''
the members of the social grouP,' and the new literates
will quite likely soon relapse At9 illiteracy. Aliteracy
training programme must theliffdrei)e directed bOth at
the' illiterate individuals lila literacy training centre and
at the communk as a whole. Ildit how can this problem
be solved ? Durf.fit'the national operational seminar in
Haiti; one of the particiPating teams carried out the fol-
lowing experiment. Each sesaion held at the literacy.
training centre included the reading of tecirmical notel
on coffee growing practices which summed up the infolt
mation that had been discussed during the session. But
this individual reading sheet had a twofold object : while
it was intended to enable c of the learners to practise
his reading at home, it. so intendedfor the commu-
nity. In amay, it formed a. lge between the 'literacy
training centre and the coMmunity..Learners were invited
to read ihe text of the sheet not only to. members of
their family, but also to three neighbour planted.. Thus
the reading sheet served,to' disseminate new knowledge

actually the solutions to' problenis detected during the
study of the milieu throughout, the community and to
motivate the whole of.the adult population with respect,.
to the activities of the literacy training centre. Evaluti-
tion showed that this, experiment had aroused great ip-
terest among the inliabitants of theegion.
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BUILDING UP A PICTURE OF THE INSTRUCTOR

In all functiohal literacy or functkmal adult educatioh
'Programmes, there is one extremely important variabl
which conditions the way in which the programme is
into operation, and that is the instructor, his real level of
skill as a teacher and the degree of independence of
which he is capable. A team may work out a programme
which it considers excellent, foresee the methods that it
considers most appropriaie and produce teaching mate-
rials it considers satisfactory, but they will be of value'
only in so far as the instructor is capable of using them
prottgy. The participants in the first operational sem-
inar m Tunisia (1970) devoted a working session to the
critical question of instructor training. They concluded
that an instructor should :

be throughly familiar with the milieu and he really
part of it;

=. be capalile of easily relating teaching practices to
the pursuit of technical objectives;

show himself sufficiently independent to link
teaching and technical objectives in accordance with the
characteristics of the milieu in which he is working,which
presupposes a certain basic level of general knowledge.

The authors of the report of the Tunisian seminar
admit that these qugfities are only rarely found among
those usually recrited for functional literacy programmes.
These therefore areoideal, theoretical, requirements,
quite different from the acutal situation in the field with
which the participants were confronted during the vari-
ous operational seminars. Experience showed that the
teams sometimes came into contact, in the course of a
seminar, with instructors of widely differing qualifica-
tions, ranging from the veteran school teacher with a
sound educational training, to the villager full of good-
will but unable to solve simple written arithmetic prob-
lems, though some of his pupils could do so without dif-
ficulty. These are the real conditions in the field and par-
ticipants in An operational seminar are working with real-
ity.The educational programme must therefore be adjusted
to the level of general knowledge of the instrfictors, the
level of their training as teachers, their technical and oc-
cupational level in.the caSe of economic development
enterprises, and their level of information regarding:pop, ...
ulation activities in the case of population programmes.
In order to plan educational and training activities with-
in the instructor's range, it is essential that each team
should form a concrete idea of requirements for such
instructors. The team can thus determine what kind of '
training they should have, taking into account their gaps
and educational needs, and prepare the teaching instru-
ments necessary to guide them in their work at the lit-
eracy training centre. In- point of fact, for want of time,
this training is in many cases Waited to a few briefing. .

sessions.
In order to determine the characteristics of the in-

structors, the teams usually combine interviews with
those concerned and observation of one or more lit-
eracy training sessions.

The participants in the first operational seminar in
Turti* drew up a typology of instructors according to
their 'spcio-occupational origin and deduced the main
points to be stressed in training. This typology distin-
guishes three types of instructor :

those who belong to the same socio-occupational
milieu as the learners; in rural areas theY are farmers or
farmer-teachers i.e. teachers who continue to work
the land when they are not teaching and agricultural
extension workers;

those who come from outside this socio-occupa-
tional milieu, but who are doing a non-military national ".
service;

teachers, whO are still the principal source recruit-
ment for literacy training and adult education' .

We fmd representatives of these three categories in
one operational seminar or another. In one -the pré-
cooperatives in Tunisia, during the first seminar organized
in that country, one of instructors was a farm fore-,
man with a primary school cextificate. He had been given
one week's training as an instruator after his recruitnent
anctireceived in-service training two days a month. Since
he was a co-operative member hiMself, ke was fully
abreast of production and management problems. While
he was eager to work as an instructor, he needed help in
order to put his knowledge and skills into shape and in-
tellectualize them. The team concluded that teaching
sheets with a strong acdtnt on self-directed training
should be prepared for him.

In one of the villages in Pakisian, the instructor was
not familiar with the socio-occupational milieu ofhis
students, but he took a very active part in community
life. He belonged to a non-military national service corpi
known has "Sipah-i Khidmat", literally the education
and welfare services corps. He had a university degree in
physics and mathematics, Ad had acquired the rudi-
ments of modem agricultUtal techniques from publics-

4Vons put out by the, agricultural extension service. His
training in adult edndation hadlasted only two months
and was entirely theoretical. 'For his work in the village,
he received a monthly salary equivalent to US $ 20. His
literary teaching activities were limited tci elementary
reading, without any work in writing or arithmetic. The

.
instructor's only teaching aid was a flip-chart from
which the adults learned to spell out isolated words that

-had no relation to their daily lives. The meaning of the
illustrations intended to facilitate identifidation of the'
written words was not even grasped by the students, as
tests of visual perception showed. In this case, as in others,
it was difficult to distinguish between the instructor's
lack of teacher training and the deficiencies kthe liter-
acy instruction system as it was applied before the reform

of which the operational seminar constituted precisely
one of the initial stages.

Most of the literacy programmes which have been used
as a basis for the educational activities of an operational

1. See Practical Guide to Functional Literacy, Unesco, Pads,
1072, p.164; and The Training of Functional Literacy Per-
sonnel - A practical guide, Unesco, Paris, 1973, p.83.
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seminar have employed the services of teachers. The
teacher-learner situation in the literacy centres has in,
the main been reminiscent of the traditional classroo'
with their blackboards and benches. More often than not
the behaviour of the instructora has resembled that of a
school teacher rather than that of the leading member of
a group :the teacher-learner relationship has been almost
exclusively one-way and very little group interaction has
been evident. Functional literacy work requires a teacher
.who realizes that his rOle is not to take the centre of the
stage, but to provide motivation and encouragement, for _

the learner and to kno* when the time has come to take
.a back seat.

One of the many and varied problems whiCh beset the
launching of a functional litericy-programme is the fact
that my few of the instructors belonging to the teach-
ing profession possess the hecessary specialized know-
ledge of the programme content. One of the instructors

, in Haiti taught in a local primary school and also owned
coffee plantrion-whickhe worked in his spare time,

but the test 'on coffeelgOwing showed that on many
points he Was as ignorant and prejudiced as the other
planters. Of course the purpose of establishing the char-
acteristics required of instructors in the context of an
operational seminar is not to draw general conclusions
on the basis of one. or two examples, but rather to en-
courage a critical approach to the main features of the
training of literacy workers: Whether the programme
calls for instructors form the same socio-occupational
background as the learners or for professional teachers,
they must receive some-training for the work they are
to undertake. Each team must be responsible for mak-
Mg, on the basis of its own obiervations, the necessary
materials teaching notes, technical notes which will
provide the literacy worker with step-by-step guidance as
he puts into practice those educational methods judged
by the team to be best suited to the situation.

In the absence of a literacy centre or other educa-
tional establishment for working adults; it has been nec-
essary for most of the operational seminars organized by
CREFAL to recruit instructors specially. While tradition-
al selection procedures need to be abandoned complete-
ly, experience in various Latin-America countries in-
dicates that adults tmd it easier to accept as instructor
a "natural leader" who comes from their own social
background and ,faces the same problems and shares
the preoccupations of other members.of the community
and who has a comparableor superior cultural ilevel.
The CREFAL experts have worked out a way of iden-
tifying such individuals, using the now well-established-
method /of the sociogram which makes it possible to
ascertain to what extent the future users of a literacy
centre-consider a certain member of the community to
possess sufficient edge to make him acceptable as an in-
structor. During the operational seminar in Honduras
(co-operatives.in the Las Ganchias area), each team drew
up a questionnaire consisting of fiye questions, each of
which related to a different criterion : five members of
the co-operative had to be named in order of preference
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in accordance with each criterion. The five following
questions were :

1. Name, in order of preference, the five members of
the co-operative who are most concerned for its success-
ful functioning.

2. Name, in order of preference, the five people who
take most,interest in the training of the members of the
co-operative.

3. Which local people could be made responsible for
teaching others something which would improve the
community's living conditions ?

4. When you need advice about your crops, which
farmers do you turn to (Name five people'in order of
preference). .

5. When you run into difficulties in the co-operative,
which members of the co-operative do you turn to ?
(Name five people in order pf preference).

Each question was followed by suplementary ques-
tions on the reasons for the respondent's choice and on

'the nature of the relationship between the "favourites"
and the otter members of the co-operative. A sample of
eight members of the co-operative was asked onan individ-
ual basis to fill in the questionnaire. The five people
whose names were cited most frequently were short-
listed as possible candidates for the post of instructor.
The final selection was made after an,inerview and on
the basis of intellectual level, desire to take part in the
project and professional qualifications.

THE CHOICE OF METHODS

Each of the teams of participants has now reached the
crucial,stige of the operational seniinar, which consists
of wing up an education and trining programme.on
the of the data collected- daring the study of the
milieu. Referring back to problems it has identified, ,

each team defines various topics in accordance with the
criteria which it has established for identifying priorities.
These topics in fact constitutethe framework of a basic
"progression"- . What needs to be donenext is to def,hie
the objectives and the content of the education and
training programme. But the desired aim will not be .

achieved unless objectives,guidin i. principles; programmes
and educational methods are all in harmony. There must
be a logical relationship between all these different cons- -
tituent parts.

In Haiti one of the teams started with a detailed

covered. was ack of technical nowledge and
study the problem chosen as the firsi topic to be

k
know-how regar g the choice of varieties ofcoffee and' .
the selection of seeds. The team'a agronomist, assisted
by the relevant specialist services, °drew up technical
notes on this topic which enabled members of the team
to re-state the problem. of the.cholce of -coffee varieties
and seed selection in concrete and specific terms. In the
light of this re-statement.of the problem the team then
defmed the opjectiVes of the educationsand training pro-
gramme, i.e. it translated, the problem on which it had



concentrated its attentioNnto edticational and training
_objectives. It did not formulate these objectives in terms
of What the instructor should, teach, but in terms of
what the adtrits worildhave to learn in order to under--
stand the problem and fmd a practical solution to it. The
content of,the session was determined on t,he one hand
by the technical roles and on the other by the planter's
technical and occupational level, and represented the
knowledge and skills which they should acquire in order
to achieve the objectives of the session. The choice cif

methodsthe Means chosen to transfer this know-how
was made in the light of the material to be communicat-
ed. The team employed three types of ommunication :

oral communication (dialogue between the itruc-
tor and the-learner; interaction between the learners);

visual communication (wall-charts; practical de-
monstrations);

written communication (reading and writing exer-
cises; arithmetic cards).

The exercises in reading, writing and arithmetic were
to be related to the progress of the session. Reading
would be used when this was the easiest way of under-
standing a proplem, and writing in order to e5ord some
use4h1 item of information. The introducti n to written
arithmetic was to be linked to the problem o be solved.
Reading, writingand arithmetic were to be delivery
systems for new or useful knowledge; an w d, sen-
tence or arithmetical exercise which contributed no
practical information was to be eliminated. Priority was
to given to-situations actually experienced by the group.
The teaching aids included material intended for the in-
struotor : the technical notes which would give him the-

necessary technical information and the teaching notes
which guide him on aitep-by-step basis in the conduct-
ofthe session; visual aids; demonstration material. There
was also material for the learner : the reading sheets, a
condensed version of the technical notes, adapted to the

average reading ability of the learners. As the objective
of the educational progranune was to try out educational
approaches and a certain educational method, the team
prepared whatit considered to be the most suitable in-
struments of evaluation for determining, after each ses-
sion, to what extent it had achieved its objectives. These
included a test on the basic concepts introduced during
the session which was administered to each of the learn-
ers on an individual basis both before and after the ses-

-sion, thus making it possible to ineasure how much they
had gained from the session. For further evaluation pf
the extent to Which the learning process had achieved its
object; the team drew rip a check-list of points to be
watched for during the session:

The approach adopted by one of the teams at the
operational seminar in Haiti recurs, with the variations
required by the adjustnient of the educational programme
tO the context, in several reports. In Tunisia, within
the framework of a programme on population questions,
the first action of one of the teams was to define the
method which should be used to iinplement the educa-
tional programme. It opted for the so-called "problem-

.f-

solving" method. The study of the milieu had revealed a
high level of receptivity to,indeed of acceptance Of, the

"'national family planning programme. The problem was
the gap between acceptance of the idea in. theory and
the adoption in practice of the measures advocated.
There was in fact §ome resistance to their adoption:,
which seemed to be rooted in the-xillagers' ignorance
of certain facts and phenomena which they were at a
loss to explain, whence their apprehensions and their
willingness to lend credence to certain rumours and to
share certain prejudices of religious origin. The main
object of the programme could therefore be stated as
follows : to:provide the villagers with valid answers to

Veigiqueries regarding family planning, and to explain
M how and the wherefOre "of the, methods advocated
by the national programme, without interfering with its
medical/ or public health side. The Method to be follovied
was defined by the team In terms of the main objec-
tiVe of the education programme to enable each man
and each women in the community to obtain the infor-
,marion which would make it possible for each to make
up his or heiown mind on the question of family plan-
ning in full knowledge of the factors involved. As in

Haiti, the team took into consideration three ways of
transinitting the required knowledge oral cOmmuni-
cation, visual communication and communication in
writing or in print the aim being to lite all three modes
of communication in each eduCation acttity.

Oral communication w found to -involve three
kinds of relationship :

a) the initructor-learner relationship, 'providing the
latter with new information and then checltEg on the
process of understanding and acquisition (reed-back);

, b) the learner-instructor relationship, enabling the
lOirrier to obtain the addirional explanations which they
reqUire;

c) the learner-learner relationship, which means the
individual interactions' within the group,, of crucial
importance when the aim is to modify 'opinions or at-
titudes.

Visual commigation is, used on. 0.1e one- haAd to
refl1bce oral explanations-and on the Other as an
introduction to the deciphering of the paphic concen-
lions used to represent reality.

The wtitten or Fainted word is used to mike good the
deficiencies of oral commUnication, making it possible
to avoid .the phenomena whereby the subject matter
of all oral communication, whether it be in the form of
a lecture, a conversation, a discussion or a radio broad-
cast, tends to be forgotten, distorted or even completely
changed in recollection.

Having thus outlined the methodology to be used, the
team began to prepare the educational programme and
the teaching aids necessary for its implementation.

The definition id/Operational seminars of ways and
means-of drawing up a "mad,to-meastire" education
and training programme is in general the result of both
individual and group analysis and reflexion after contact
with the environment. It is not based on principles laid
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down in advance. The guiding principles are established
in and through work in the field, as is illustrated by an
extract from a report -of one of the teams of an opera-
tional seminar held in the Sudan :

"In the course of its discussions and preparation,of
education programmes and teaching material, the team
reached agreement on a number of guiding principles
which, in the opinion of its members, deserved special
attention':

"As the team had adopted the"problem-solving"ap-
proach, the first basic principle to be taken into consid-
eration was the principle of convergence. The problem
situations selected by:the team,,starting with family par-
ticipation in cotton-picking, needed to be studied-from'
all angles, cultural, psychological, social, economic, tech-

' nical, and scientific. But all these data had to be present-
ed as focussing on one major objective : to help the
learner to understand the problem and encourage him
to' find its solution. The message which is transmitted
thanks to acquisition of the skills of reading, writing and
arithmetic should convey useful informatibn applicable
to an understanding of the problem and to its solution.
The second principle to be followed, the principle of
integration, was derived from the first. All the activities
un ertaken as part -of the educational programme,

ther in the literacy centre (exercises in reading, writ-
in and arithinetic, group discussions) or through deinon-
strations in the cotton-fields, should be organized within
the framework of the saMe"unit of instruction". The
principle of integration thus ruled out the division of the
training programme into separate "tsubjects as is the
practice in traditional literacy work. Functional literacy
requires a unified approach in which, rather than
obeyin the dictates of a traditional timetable (20 min-

utes for reading, 20 minutes for writing and 15 minutes
for arithmetic), attention is concentrated on the nature
of the problen ? and on its solution. It was with these guid-
ing principles in mind that the team members formidated
programmes of educational activity for theliterate and
illiterate groups in the village of Kareiba.

THE METHODOLOGY OF THE°. EDUCATION
PROGRAMME

We use the term zemethod" in its etymological sense to
refer to the way chosen by the teams of participants to
reach the goal which they'have set for themselves in-.
the context of a particular situation, the situation being'
the problem chosen 'as the topic to be covered and the
goal being the acquisition by the group concerned of
knowledge and skills which they can use in their environ-
ment and of attitudes which.will assist in the solution of
the problem. The educational methods used to achieve
this airii will provide, depending on the situation; the
means of deciphering the written Or printed menage, of
solving simple arithmetical problems arising in everyday
life at work and in the home, and of acquiring the skills
and hicks, of the trade necessary for the adoption-Ng the
new techniques proposed,,and will encourage the learn-
ers to think about the difficulties and problems arising
at work or VI the home, to face them, to seek th ir causes
and themselves to suggest solutions which it is'. 'thin
their power to apply. The educational programm must
suit its methods to the situation': literacy training activi-
ties, demonstrations, group' discussions, self-teaching
methods; the projection of films or slides, reading mater-
ial, puppet shows, etc. The instructor will use teaching
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Outdoor demonstration
(Mexico, 1970)
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aids:instruments or materiel which will enable him to
apply the methods he has chosen, the wherewithal
needed te.conduct a literacy session, or a group discus-
sion, to illustrate a problem situation, for practical de-
monstration in the fields or'for programmed instruction.

The fifty or so operational seminars organized from
1970 to the end of 1974 weie eZtraordinarily wide-
ranging in their choice of teaching methods and aids,
this being due to the great diversity of the situations and
problems encountered by the teams of participants in
their operational contexts. BUt despite this diversity of
methods and tools, the methodological approaches
adopted in mo'st of the leminars ate broadly similar in
cOnception and application, although there are a number
of variations on the basic theme. The reason for this sim-
ilarity is that the majority of the teams adopted a problem
centred afiproach. In fact the approach adopted in almost
all the education and training sessions was as follows :

I. Presentation of the problem in the field or indoors
by means of a wall-chart, or in some other form, such as,
for example, a uppet play. This provides the motiva-
tion. If it takesihe form of a fact-finding expedition in
the field, presentation of the problem is usually accom-
panied by a practical demonstration thawing how the
problem can 41 fact be solved.

2. Guided"grouP discussion of the problem in the
course of which the participants, after analysing the
problem, are encouraged to suggest their own solution or
solutions to the problem;The discussion is then summed
up in a key sentence which clearly sets forth the position
adopted by the group and can be used as a basis for con-

' ceptualization exercices.
3. A "conceptualization session" , based on the key

sentence and leading up to reading, writing and written
arithmetic exercises related to the topic for the day. The
process of learning to write itnormally synchronized
with that of learning to read.

In operational seminars where the literacy centre
students have already acquired certain basic skills, or
where groups of people who, are already literate are
being taught, tlie item 3 activities are integrated into the
group discussion session itself.'

METHODS SED

Practical., - onstrations
.

The " field" , in ontext of an agricultural develop-
ment enterprise, con titutes both an ideal place for
teaahing and apowe motivating,factor. The purpose.
of a pr . . tration is to show h9w certain
work or a certain Operation is performed and the reason
for.that work or operation. Demonstration is teaching
by example, by actual practice. It can consist of showing
someone how to improve on the way he does something
or of showing him something new to do. For practical
demonstration to be effective, those, present must be
able to see, hear, understand and pra6tise for themselves. .

,1
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Indoor demonstration (Haiti, 1974)
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in order to Master the new procedure. During the first
operational seminar organized by CREFAL: in one of
the Indian doMmunities of the Patzcuaro region, .the
farmers had complained of damage beingcaused to their
maize fields by the "tuza", a kind of giant mole. This
problem was utilized as one of the topics for an educa-
tional activity. A practicil demonstration was given, first (
of all, of the method of preparing the poison for getting
rid of the moles and of the precautions to be taken after
handling td toxic -subStances, This-demonstration wag .

given in the evening to a large number of farmers. On
the'following day the team, together.with some of the
farmers, went into the mole-affected maize fields and
carried out a practical demonstration of the method of
putting down the poison. The same evenBig, at the liter-
acy centre, the team organized a group discussion session
which, in fact, led up to a mathematical exercise to com-
pare the cost of combating the moles with the losses
they caused. In the Sudan, as part of the Gezira S'cheme,
one team gave a field demonstration of the correct thod
of picking cotton, adding explanations as neces
The discussion which began in- the field *as taken up
again that evening at the literacy centre. The final evalu-
ation showed that 12 farmers out of 13 among the audi-
ence knew how to pick cotton correctly whereas, during
an initial test, only 10 farmers out of 25 had mentioned
the correct method.

Practical demonstrations can also be carried out in
the classroom. In Thailand an instructor demonstrated
how to operate an atomizer to destroy insects which
attack rice. A similar demonstration was carried out in
Haiti.
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Wall charts illustrating problems

Wall charts may be used to provide a graphic &presenta-
tion of a situation and to reveal a problem, and also as a
stage in the introducion to a form of abstract expres-
sion, to graphic symbolism. By means of this conven-
tionai representation of reality, the learners discover
what the current problem is. This procedure has been
used in many operational seminars. In one Indonesian
village, the team devised two wall charts, one showing a
couple with a large number of children and the other a
couple with the "ideal" number. The charts were to be
used in conjunction with discussions, each reinforcing
the other. Allowance must be made when using wall-
charts for limitations in the subjects' powers of visual
perception. In Indonesia, the couple v>ith the "ideal"
number of children w'supposed to be a happy couple..
The artist had depicted a broad smile on the faces of the
husband and wife. This facial expression, however, was
not understood by the learners. In the first Tunisian op-
erational centre (1970), the charts carried detachable
key sentences which did not appear until the end of the
group discussion session, i.e. at the transition point be- -

,tween the discussion and the reading exercise, the key
words being taken from the key sentences.

Puppet shows

A team in Tunisia, in order to make their audience, a
gioup of married women, aware of the advantages of
family planning, used a puppet show. Puppets, as an im-
personal means of communication, have greater freedom
of expression than a teacher, who must always show re-
serve and discretion, especially in an area as delicate as
that of family planning. The show called for many long
hours of preparation in constructing the puppets, mak-
ing their clothes, writing the script and recording it (in
the local Arabic dialect) et* tape. The story they present-
ed showed the tribulations of a couple who have had sev-
en children in quick succession and find it more and
more difficult to make ends meet. The moral of the story
was stated by the puppets themselves : it would have been
better to plan the family.

One of the operational.seminar' teams in Indonesia
used "tvayang golek'? puppets, the traditional shadow-
theatre dear to the hearts of the villagers of Java. The
sketch, which was Vapted from a local folk theme, con-
tained ideas dealing with family planning and agricultur-
al modernization. After the performance, the audience
was divided into three groups, each of which was asked
to draw the moral of the story. Their conclusions, which
were written up on the blackboard by the teacher, were
used as a basis for reading and writing exercises. The
puppet show also served to present simple arithmetical
problems for the audience to solve, working in small
groups.

4 4
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Group discussion sessions

Following a field demonstration or other teaching meth-
od, the learners debate the current problem in a goup
disciission session under the instructor's guidance. Un-
like teaching sessions, where a one-way relationship from
instructor to learner predominates, the group discussion

Puppet play (Tunisia, 1973)

puts the emphasis on an exchange of ideas between 'all
the learners, on interaction at group level. More than a
hundred years ago, sociologists showed the psychological
value of discussion in "brbaking the bonds of irrunutable
custom". The aim of a group discussion is not so much
to provide the participanti with new laiowledge as to ,

encourage them, by a kind of mental trakiing, to formu-
late more clearly their aspirations and their hopes, to
think about their problems and to suggest solutions to
difficulties in their work and in their family lives.

The process is one of group dynamics leading up to a
collective decision concerning changes that are feasible
as well as being desirable'. The instructor/discussion-
leader is primarily a catalyst, his role being to provoke
audirce reaction by means of questions and, to help
them to bring the threads together. In the context of a
literacy project, a group discussion usually culminates in
the formulation of the key sentence for the day, corre-
sponding to the problem situation which forms the topic
for the day and containing a new word as its most im-
portant element. It is not an easy method to lise and the
instructor has to be properly trained for it. He has to or-
ganize and supervise the discussion, remaining at all
times in the background while nevertheless guiding his
audience towards a predetermined goal. The instructor
too often has a tendency to teach, in the traditional
sense of the term, and very often it is expected of him
by the group, who listen in silence instead of joining in.
In order to overcome this difficulty, some teams, instead
of organizing a discussion on the standard pattern, with
the leader and the whole group together, divided the
group into several sub-groups, which were then asked



tb discuss the topic for the day and to formulate their
conclusions either orally or in writing. The sub-groups'
reports were then used as-the basis for a brief general dis-
cussion. The instructor/leader's rOle in that case was to
present the objectives of the session, to be at the dispos-
al of the sub-groups in order to gve'them any informa-
tion they might need and to sum up their various conclu-
sions. This method has the advantage of allowing wider
participation in the discussions.

The "literacy training session"
Under this heading we will confine ourselves to a brief
description, by way of illustration, of the process where-
by the basic writing and arithmetical skills are acquired,
las it has been applied in many operational seminars.
a The starting point is the key sentenée, formulated
dthring the group discussion and written up on the black-
'board or built up from.movable letters on the felt-board.
This key sentence, which carries a message relating to ..,

, the pNblem of the day, contains a key word which is al-

ways significant and itself contains the new phonetic ele-
ment, the new symbol that the students must learn to re-
cognize and reproduee. From the start, then, the reading
exercise is used to convey a meaningful message. This
key word containing the new element is written up on
the blackboard or spelt out on the felt-board, first by
the instructor and then by the students. If a student
makes a mistake he is corrected by the other students.
The instructor goes on to other exercises such as finding
other terms containing the new element or composing
short sentences with the help of words previously stud-
ied. The teaching of writing is closely linked withthat
of reading. The two are constantly alternated so that
they progress in parallel. The session continues with the
deciphering of a text relating to the problem of the day
and containing only phonetic elements whichiave been
learnt during previous sessions. Situations familiar to the
students and connected with the problem in hand are

Literacy activities (Pakistan, 1974)
1_

used to introduce them to the writing ofnumbers and
arithmetic. In the Tunisian operational seminar, which
dealt with family planning, the audience consisted of
married women, most of whom already had a large nuv-
ber of children (36 per cent of themipad more than six

children). First of all, the instructress asked each of the
women how many children she had, writing up the an-
swers on the board as she received them, and then pro-
ceeded to arrange them into a system. In order to teach
atiditioh and subtraction, the instructress again drew on
a situation familiar to the audience how many boys and
how many girls were there ? How many children in all ?

how many girls? Therefore, how many boys? In this
way the listeners were introduced for the first time to
the conception of addition end subtraction before being
introduced, at a later session, to the inc.,: , anics of these
operations. In the first Tunisian operati nal seminar
(1970), which was held for the benefit of members of a
pré-coopérative, the arithmetic exercise was related to a
situation they had actually experienced in the field :
measuring quantities of "cuproson" (a toxic mixture)
for treating vines. The farmers therefore needed an under-
standing of the idea of proportion and of the meaning
and mechanics of multiplication. The exercise consisted
of : the writing of the numbers 100 (litres of water)
and 400 (grammes of the product); an introduCtion
to the meaning and mechanics of multiplication on the
basis of addition;which was already known and under-
stood; the use of scales and weights. These two examples
show how mathematics can be integrated into a problem
situation already experienced by the student. This is
what is called in functional literacy training the amathe-
matization" of situations. The student's initiation into
the art of mathematical reasoning progresses throughll-e
series of problems to be solved and is thus fitted into the
context of the development programme. In a number of
operational seminars, especially where the audience had
already reached a certain level in the literacy process, .
'the learning of reading, writing and arithmetic were

Describing the situation mathematically (Indonesia, 1973)
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Made part of the group discussion sess:Sn, being intro-
duced in answer to the various questions raised during
the discussion. This helped the listeners to realize the
practical utility of these subjects.

Self-teaching methods

In some operational seminars education and training -
were given not only to illiterates but also to certain cate-
gories of people who had shown during tests that they
were either semi-literate or even literate, but who did
not have the knowledge or skills required by the devel-
opment programme. It was for these people that pro.
grammes were devised using self-teaching methods such
as programmed, instruction or self-correcting cards,
which allow an adult to work on his own, at his own
pace. Self-teaching methods have many advantages. Ac-
cording to the report of the filst Tunisian operational
seminar (1970), these advantages are :

practical : there is no longer any need for an in-
structor;

psychological : it is a boost to an adult's ego to
feel that he his in control of his own training;

educational : if properly designed, these techniques
can be extremely efficient.

Self-teaching techniques are based on self-correction.
The user is fully aware of his responsibilities because he
alone checks the knowledge acquired. A mistace that is
detected and put right as soon as it is made be omes a
learning point. The programmed in§truction m thodndive

thused in e 1970 operational seminar in Ttinis'a,
Indonesia and in the Philippines, the last, incide tally,
being devoted to post-literacy training. In Tuni ia the
techniques was used for training key personneL The
team prepared a programmed textbook, the subj pt of
the sequence, a f` treatment of dtrus fruit's", being the
same as that of the programme intended for illiterates.
Out of the various types of programmed _progressions,
the team deliberately chose a Skinnerian or linear pro-
gramme because it was the simplest. It takes the follow-
ing form :

,

Frame plus question

Constructed response (to be written in the space
provided

Correct answer

Next frame

The programmed textbook was tried out on a group
of key personnel ranging from semi-literate to certificate
of primary education level. The results showed that the
semi-literates had difficulty in following the programme.
The method could be used o y by those who had a
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Programmed instrucdonicercise (PhiliPpines, 1974)

good command of reading and writing. The Isults ob-
tained during the operational seminar held inlfhe Philip-
pines led to similar conclusions. PeopIP with 4 least five
years' schooling had no difficulty in cámpletling the
exercise -succeisfully, whereas .those-,With fourVears'-
schooling or less ran into all sorts orproblems, iiot least
of whieh was failure to understand the instructi.Ons to be
followed.

EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS

It is necessary to make a distinction between matafial
intended for the instructor and material intended foirtlie
learners, whether illiterate, semi-literate or literate. The
material is designed in relation to the mfighodological
approach adopted by each of the teams for the dissenli-
nation "of the cgontent of the progranunes and also in ie-
lation to the initru' ctor's.qualifications.

In most operational seminars, the materials designed
for the instructor include technical and teaching notes
as we teaching aids related to the subject of the se-
quel3ée to be dealt with during the seminar. For the
leayfiers, the material varies aCcording to the point they

ve reached in the literacy training process. It includes
Aeading and writing sheets, arithmetic cards, reading
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texts', illustrated booklets, sets of self-correcting cards
and programmed boOks.

The reading matter prepared in operational serninars
is generally no different from the material normally used
in literacy training or adult education programmes, ex-
cept as regards the content. Text andoilhistrations-
tures to be read have a'functional relationship to the
prOblem being studied. Learning to read is not Ihnited to
the acquisition of the basic skills but also favOUrsthe' ac-
quisition of knowledge that Will be useful and usable ia
the learner's working and faMily life.

The instructor's material, however, differs in form
and content from that found in conventional, literacy
training programmes. A brief description of it follows.

Technical notes

Technical notes are designed to inform the inStructor
about the subject that he will have to discuss With his
learners and present in clear and concise fashion the
technical information needed to.enable him to organize

, the discussions on the subject of the day and to reply to
any questions that may be asked. The formulation of the
content should be adapted to the instructor's level.The

, technical notes are prepared by technicians with the as-
sistance of the educators on the team, who often have
only a slight knowledge of technical matters related to
agriculture, health or family planning.

The technical notes are Usually in theeform oksheets
of normal size. Each sheet maY later be.Ased as anaddi-
tional reading text when the leamersaa literacy train-,
ing centre fiaye reached isufficiently iiigh reading level. ,

Preparing teachingmiterial (Thailand, 103)

V

The Sudan seminar adopted a different layont. The
sheef on cotton picking takes the form of a technical
guide with four headings. Under the rust headhig are list-
ed tRe (generally wrong or mistaken) methods used by
.the farmers, under the second heading, the reasons given
by the farmers to justify these practices, ,or what might
be called, their logic, under the third, the correct Ways
of proceeding, and under the fourth, the technical or
scientific explanation for each of the operations recom-
mended. Notes of this typelave the advantage of pro-
viding the instructor with a precise representation of the
problem with which he will be dealing, based on the
knowledge and skills of his learners, together with logical
arguments to ehcourage them to change their harmful
practices.

Teaching notes

These are based on the technical notes and are a sort of
blue-print to guide the instructor step by step in the
transmission of the content of the education ana train-
ing prOgramme. They show in outline how the session
should be organized the practical demonstration, the
group discussion, literacy instruction the material to
be used, and the work to be accomplished. It is an aid
for both the instiuctor and his learners. In addition to a
statement of the Fikblem of the day, it includes the.spe-
cific objectives oWle session, the methods to be em-
ployed and the list of teaching aids needed, plus infor-
mation set out in three columns on the work to be done
by the instfuctor, the activities of the learners and the
use of teaching aids as the session progresses. Teaching
notes may however, take many forms..

Teachintaids
-

In most operational seminars, these' are visual aids made
by 'members of the teams using miterialsjocally avail-
able and include.wall-charts; illustrations, pictures, flash-
cards and felt boards or flannelgraphi, a particularly
handy and effective aid which is undeniably-appealing to
learners. In Tunisia (1970), 'the learners at a literacy
training centre made spontaneous use of the small fig-
ures that went with the felt board in order to explain
their point of view "(the problem was to discover how
ophids attack orange trees).

--TRAINING OF.INSTRUCTORS

A literacy training or education programme linked to de-
velopment can only be successful if it is properly applied
at thehasic level, i.e. by the instructors. The teams have
established the components of their action programme,
determined the sequence and content of the teaching
pnigramme and prepared the teaching instruments
adapted to the method selected. The time has now come

Ao train the instructors to apply a programme which dif-
fers in its conception, content and form from conven-
tional programmes. The time-table for the activities of
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an operational seminar normally provides for five or six
briefing sessions for instructors.. The question is whether
the method adopted by each of the teams will be appli-
cable by the instructors. Is it suitable to their level ?

. Does it actually take into account the level of compe-
tence, both teaching and technical, of the ihstructor ? In
a number of operational seminars the teams tried to solve
the question of the training of instructors by includ-
ing then' hom the outset in the varioui programme ac-
tivities in order to familiariFe them with the concept of
functional literacy training 'and its operating methods. It
is not alwaYs possible, however, for instructors, whether
professional teachers or villagers, tto take part in the pre-
paration of the education activities because of their
-work. In the Sudan, one of the teams organized a proper
training ctourse for instructors. The programme included
the study of the priority objectives of the Gezira Scheme,
an analysis of the principal data gathered by theleam -

during its study of the milieu, some notions of adult
psychology, adult education methods, literacy training
techniques and the use of teaching aids. In order to in-
troduce the instructors to the techniques of the practical
demonstration, the team called in the agricultural exten-
sion agent for the district. Participants in the operational
seminar in Sevilla, Colombia, used a similar approaCh.
The instrUctor training .session, organized by one of the
teams, inClUded the following subjects : study of the
technical notes (yucca cultivation and agricultural cred-
it); use of teaching notes and the individual cards design-
ed for learners; introduction to the techniques of group
leadership :.The session took the form of a dialogue be-
tween meMbers of the team and the instructors. The
constant eXchange of views made this session extremely
instructive for the team. Invited to comment on the
teaching material, the instructors made highli construc-
tive criticisms of the graphic material whith did not
seem to them to fit in witk the realities of the local en-
vironment .The very sound comments made by these in-
structors who were not professional teachers but local
farmers also made it possible to revise the individual
cards. In other operational seminars, as in Indonesia,
Togo or Haiti, the briefing or acranced training in the
case of teachers stressed training in context. Rather
than lecture-type sessions, priority was given to practical
activities such as demonstrations, simulation exercises
and practice sessions led by the instructors. It was
through practice, either in a simulated situation or a real
one, that the instructors learned to use teaching notes
and teaching materials, to lead a group discussion and to
organize a demonstration. The experiment confirmed
the fact that "experience" is still the best method of
training and that all too often the distinction between
information and training has not been understood. People
forget what they have heard, forget what they have

el' read, even forget what they have seen, but rarely forget
things they have done. Of course in any training session,
dialogue is an essential feedback factor which enables
the team to achieve a better adaptation of the education-.
al programme to the requirements of the milieu. In Haiti,
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after a demonstration by the team on how a literacy
training session should proceed, the instructors were in-
vited to express their views. Their often relevant and ju-
dicious comments were concerned with what the team
had done during the demonstration and how they had
done it, and not with what had been said. This then
implicitly confirms the advantages of practical activities
over theoretical lectures.

In many operational seminars, in order to help the in-
structors over their initial difficUlties and uncertainties,
the teams themselves take the lust, and sometimes even
the second, literacy training sessio . In Togo, where the
instructor was a villager who had self just completed
hiabliteracy training, the method ado d by the team
was as follows :

first seision : taken entirely by a membe of the
team by way of demonstration;

second session : first half taken by a member of
the team and second half taken by the instructor;

third session : taken entirely by the instructor.

TRYING OUT THE EDUCATION PROGRAMME

To ty something out implies evaluating it. In an opera-
tional keminar, which is no more than an exercise and
cannot be treated as a full literacy training programme
with the requirements such a programme implies, exper-
imentation is limited to the teaching methods and mate-
rials, used. It coUld be described, in fact, as a monitoring
exercise whose value, in view of the conditions in which
an operational seminar is carried out, resides in-the
pointers it provides rather than in its direct effects. This
being the case, a two-week ty-out period cannot lay
claim to absolute precision in its results. It should be em-
phasized yet again that the purpose of an operational
seminar is not so much to produce scientifically valid
data as tei demonstrate how one or more functional
methods can be used in a specific situation in a given en-
vironment. The object of the exercise is to evaluate
a) to what extent the teaching methods and material
have proved to be suitableand effective vehicles for put-
ting across the content of the programme; b) how far

, the instructor has mastered the teaching method; c) how
suitable the educational approach is to the needs and
psychology of illiterate adults, or those with a low level
of education.

In the first Tunisian operational seminar (1970); only
one team of the three taking part had the opportunity to
carrY out an evaluation exertise. The exercise was designed
to ascertain whether the teaching-material devised by the
team was suited to the needs of the people concerned.
With no initial test to rely on for purposes of compari-
son, it was not possible to determine the degree of acqui-
sition of new knowledge. Only the pse of the programmed
textbook lent itself to both qualitative analysis of thd
value of the method and quantitative evaluation of the
knowledgeacquired by its use.

In the Sudan, a team carried out an evaluation Of the
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various teaching methods by Means of questionnaires,
tests and observational check-lists. Three aspects ,were
evaluated : level of technical arid occupational know-
ledge, attitudes to manual labour and opinions on the
functional literacy sessions. The evaluation also included ,
a test on word recognition, reading aloud and silent read-
ing, writing and numeration. Detail." of the tests given to
the adults attending the literacy centre were made avail-
able to the team so that they could measure the know-
ledge acquired as a result of the lessons. A very signifi-
cant gain was seen in technical and occupational know-
ledge. Also very satisfactory were the scores obtained in
the various tests monitoring the literacy teaching process.
In their report, however, the team members themselves
stressed the only relative validity of the results of these
tests, the value of the exercise lying primarily in the
methodsof experimentation. A fact nevertheless worthy
of note is the very favourable attitude 7 which was more
than merely a show of politness by)these very courteous
people to the functional approach. Eleven of the 13
participants stated that they prefetred the material pro-
duced by the team to their usualTrimer ("Key to
knowledge") because the team's material dealt with
questions related to their work, particularly the growing
of cotton and com.

--in the Indonesian operational*e4inar, one of the
teams devised slightly difkrent m n' # of evaluation : a

an"before" test, observ aleion c cl anf-list d an 'rafter"
test.

The object of the initial test was to measure, before
the first session, the level of knowledge and of under-
standing of the main elements in the educational pro-
gramme and also to gauge the leamets' attitudes to
teaching methods and systems. This test was of the

and pencil" type in which the subject gives a
written answer :the team members had previously satisfied
themselves that the use of this type of test was possible,
since the adults attending the two literacy centres assigned
to the team were semi-literatel,

In order to minimize the 'effect of chance, the test
contained five multiple-choice questions. The results ob-
tained showed that, on questions concerning population,
the level of knowledge and comprehension was relatively
poor. Barely 30 per cent of those tested, in point of fact,
gave the right answers.

When asked about the methods used in the literacy
centres, which were still very traditional, the participants
said they thought the formal lesson by- the instructor
and the system of questions.and answers was the most
suitable method of learning.

The team also devised a check-list for assessing in-
structor performance, methods used, learner reaction
and teaching material. -E6ch item *as assessed on a nu-
mericaLscale which had been worked out beforehand.
This check-list was given to each member of the team,
who was asked to make a continuous assessment of the
planned series of four sessions in each of the two literacy
centres.

Reproduced below, by way of illustration, are the re-

ee

sults for the four sessions in one of the literacy centres,
score for each item being 100 :

Ses-
.

sion

1
Instructor Method Leamers

Teaching
material

Average

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

95.2
77.6
79.6
85.6

95.2
74.4
79.4
85.6

90.3
78.4
79.4
80.5

88.2
72.0
77.5
82.5

92.2
75.6
79.0
83.6

The high score for the first session is due to the fact
that it was conducted by a member of the team, a highly
proficient specialist in literacy training and, in addition,
thoroughly familiar with the area. The average scores of
the following three sessions nevertheless show a conti-
nuous progression, each session gaining a higher average
score than the previous one. This was due mainly to the
local instructors, whose self-confidence and mastery of
the teaching method improved with each session, there-
by confirming the value of on-the-job training in the
form of practice.

At the end of the fourth session, the team administered
a fmal test which was identical in everf way, to thg,
initial test. The results revealed considerable improve-
ment in knowledge and comprehension with 80 petkent
of correct answers as compared with 30 per cent in the
initial test. the team concluded that the methods and
teaching material they had devised had greatly facilitated
the process of putting across the content of the educa-
tional programme. Even more remarkable was the change
in the learners' preferences concerning the method
used. Ahnost unanimously, they emphasized their pref-
erence for the "problem-solving" approach, dealing with
their own problems. One conclusion in particular reached
by the team as a result of the experiment was that the
iiiitructors professional teachers and farmers alike
had shown astonishing aptitude in applying the new
methods. Following this operational seminar, the Indo-
nesian auihorities decided, as a first stage, to introduce
the new methods into 60 literacy centres in Bandung
province.

In Thailand, one of the teams adopted aiimilar pro-
cedure for evaluation. This team also opted for the
same framework for the experiment before and
after" tests, check-lists but with slight differences.
The students at the literacy centre, which had been
opened two months before the operational seminar was
held, had not reached the necessary level for a «paper
and pencil» type of test. The team decided that the two
tests would be given orally. These tests, which were
absolutely identical, contained ten questions relating to
the students' knowledge of the problems studied at each -

session. Instead of giving an initial test before the first
session and a fmal test after the last session, as in
Indonesia, the team preferred to give tests before and
after each session. By comparing the average results
obtained in each of these tests, the team could establish
whether the students had acquired any new knowledge.
For the first session, dealing with the *use of fertilizers,
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the average score on the "before" test was 7.7 out of 10
whereas the average score on the "after" test was 9.4.
There was no doubt that there had been a significant im-
provement. For the second session, on the other hand,
the team noted that the subjects had gained no new
knowledge whatsoever and concluded from this that
they had badly underestimated their previous knowledge
of the subject in question, pest control. The team reached
a similar conclusion during its free (non-directive)-ac-
tivities with a group of farmers : the farmers knew more
about the subject than the team hadhargained for. This
is one of the common pitfalls of adult education pro-
grammes. It is not enough to detect the existence of a
problem situation; it is also necessary, before providing
new knowledge, to determine what those concerned al-
ready know about the problem in question, in accbr-
dance with the golden rule of education that one should
proceed from the known to the unknown.

One of the teams in the Haiti operational seminar
decided to use exactly the same evaluation procedures as
those used in Thailand but went further in making uset,..of
the data obtained by the before and after tests. The
team's analysis of the answers enabled them to identify
objectively concepts which had been licorly understood
by the literacy centre students or badly explained by the
instructor. This analysis also showed that it is not easy
to root out certain popular beliefs.

AN OPERATIONAL SEMINAR ON POST-LITERACY
WORK

Alinost all the Operational seminars discussed in the fore-
going pages; in Point of fact, take the form of demon-
stration exercises, in which the participants, acting as re-
search workers, rediscover for themselVes an educational
and training process that is linked with a particular de-
velopment programme. The level of the educational ac-
tivity varies, according to the circumstances, from pre-
literacy to post-literacy. The object of these seminars is
to work out an approach aimed at creating a literate
community. No definition was gi4en, in any of the semi-
nars mentioned, of what constitutes a literate communi-
ty. Is it a community in which all its members are able
to read, write and do written dithmetic ? Mastery of
these basic skills is certainly a necessary criterion, but is
it enough ? It was to find an answer to this question
that, in March-April 1974, Unesco, with the help of the
Government of the Philippines, organized, in the
Batangas province, an operational seminar one of the
basic ainis of which was to determine, in operational
terms, what a literate community should be and what
form of educational action is required to create such a
community. The Philippines, with a literacy rate of over
81 per cent, was in ideal country for this exercise, which
was not an exercise in rediscovering facts that are al- L

ready known but one of research in a field that remains
largely unexplored.

Post-literacy work is certainly not altogether un-
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Evaluation: working out correlations (Thailand, 1973)
,

known country. An investigation carried out by -Unesco
at the beginning of 1971 showed that many 'Member
States have undertaken post-literacy activities. These
activities usually have a two-fold aim : firstly, to main-
tain and develop the skills of reading, writing and writ-
ten arithmetic and the various basic subjects learnt at,'
school or in the literacy centres and, secondly, to add:to
these subjects and extend them so that the opportunities
provided by education can be fully exploited. The re-
plies obtained during the-1971 investitation ahoW that
"post-literacy activities in many countries take the form
of publishing and distributing books, pamphlets and
other texts for the benefit of the newly literate. Several
countries mentioned the publication of periodicals or
newspapers written in simple, carefully chosen terms.
Newly literate aclults in a few countries have the oppor-
tunity to enrol for special courses which offer them a

second, chance schooling' , an opporttinity io receive
the education they missed out on when yOung._

On the 'subject of activities designed to maintain and
develop the basic skills (reading, writing and written
arithmetic), it might be mentioned that the e4isting ma-
terial concerns only the ability to read. Thefe is prac-
tically no systematically designed material giving prac-'
tice in the ability to write oi to perform written arith-
metic. This is a serious gap. Studies of adults' abilities
made during various operational seminars have shown
that it is, precisely the skills of writing and arithmetic
which tend to regress most rapidly. The results of tests
administered in the test villages of Calatagan, in the
Philippines, only served to confirm these observations.



Post-liteiacy activities, as described by the Member
States in the 1971 survey, are concerned with an indivi-
dual:s knowledge and skills, the aptitudes and informa-
tion which he has.acquired. Experience has shown that
there can be a marked ditcrepancy between what a per-
son knows and what he actually does (or actually hp-
Heves). He does not always act in accordance with his
knowledge. Knowledge becomes effectively only, when it
is translated into action. The members of some societies,
although literate, have, from t& psychological point of
view, remained illiterate. It is certainly true that it is im-
portant to maintain and develop the basic skills, but
even more important is the literate person's behaviour.
Does he act like someone familiar with reading, writing
and arithmetic ?

Some documents, when referring to the notion of a
literate community, hasten to add that this concept has
not yet been clearly defined. As a result of the opera-
tional seminL- which rook place in the Philippines, the
following defmition can be put forward : a literate com-
munity is a.community whose members have adopted
a literate pattern of behaviour. But what is literate be-
havioV ? For the purpose Of this operational seminar,
the participants formulated the following defmition as
a working hypothesis : literate behaviour is behaviour
characterized by the followingfeatures :

1. Seeking of information
The individual is motivated to look to' printed docu-
mentation (newspapers, books, pamphlets, news-sheets,
etc.) for the answers to questions that interest him; this
conduct presupposes that the reading habit is' practised.

2. Use of information.
The utilization of information occurs when an individual
makes personal use of information relevant to his situa-
tion which he-has obtained from printed documentation
(for example, information concerning agriculture,
health, etc.)...

3. Dissemination of information
This is.a matter of communicating information, normal-
ly by written means, i.e., by an exchange of correspon-
dence; information can also be communicated orally, as
when news read in a newspaper, news-sheet or pamphlet
is discussed with relatives or friends.

4. Recording of information keeping
The recording of information means setting down in
writing items such as household expenses, operating
costs and accounts.

During the seminar, each of these types of conduct
was checked at village level. Frpsn the data obtained it
was possible to gauge the extelitp which the individuals
in the survey sample showed "literate behaviour" ac-
cording to the criteria which had been laid down. Ana-
lysis and interpretation of these data will provide the in-
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formation needed in order to devise post-literacy activi-
ties to bridge the gaps revealed by the Unesco survey.

Those taking part in the seminar were able to set up
and try out 12 separate post-literacy activities in the
three test villages. The evaluation exercise enabled each
of the teanis to measure,by means of before and after
tests, the sum.obnew knowledge the adults had acquiA.
ed. They also useda Check-list to measuw-certain factors
affecting the 1earni4 process : the adults' attitudes (in-
terest, motivation,. reactions, d-dgree Of involvement or
participation as appropriate,etc.) towards the post-liter-
acy activity; educational method's and their skiitability
and efficacy; visual aids and the understanding, useful-
ness and suitability of these aids. The teams noted that
a combination of several activities in one session unques-
tionably reinforced the learning process. The, methods
which proved to be the most effective were those con-
taining an element of visual illustration such as "sequen-
tial posters" , copiously illustrated narratives and co
strips. The explanation for this, although it appears pa-
radoxical at first sight, was that the people in question
had a relatively high level of aucation.

As a matter of fact and thislad been confirmed by
the visual perception test there seemed to be a defmite
correlation between the individual's real educational level
and his comprehension of the graphic conventions of
pictorial representation : the higher the level, the better,
the individual understands these conventions. The inhabi-
tants of the test villages particularly appreciated the vi-
sual element because they understood it and had no dif-
ficUlty in decoding it.
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Conclusions and future prospects
11,

More than fifty operational seminars, both national and
regional, have been organized since 1970 under the aegis
of Upesco iii AfriCa, Latin America, Asia and the Arab

-States.
His estimated that more than 3,Q00 literky or adult-

education specialists and tacticians have participated in
erational seminars, dis overing for themselves, by

rst-hand contact wityffie reality of the environment,
e special require nts of a form of education and
alit' that is linked with development and is appropri-

at e needs and aspirations of a given population.
There s plenty of documentary material in existence

on'the opèxational seminars, in the form of their fmal
reports more than 70 weighty volumes of them. This
enormous mass of information is unfortunately not read-
ily aclieisible to research workers and specialists. Written
ip the-thick of the action and reproduced in the field,
often under difficult physical conditions, a final report
is normally produced in only a limited number of copies,
100 to 200 depending on the number of participants.

This study does-not claim to reflect, much less to
summarize, the considerable sum of experience contained
in these reports. The most it can do is to describe, by
means of 'selected examples, how, within the space of a
few days, the participants in an operational seminar use
their first-hand knowledge of principles and procedures
to acquire worth-while experience of We methods to be
used in developnient-linked literacy work. Although all
the operational seminars referred to in this document
followed more or less the same sequence of activities, a
rich variety can be seen in the way in which the educa-
tional and training pr6grammes were developped and
shaped, thus clearly demonstrati4t,be flexibility and
adaptability of this practical pliCation of context-
related education.

This study has no,intentiorcp mg standards or
holding up examples. It neither suggests models nor for-
mulates rules. Its aim is rather to provide a sort of syn-
thesis of the different ways in which the teamg partici-
pating in the operational seminars tackled the successive
phases of the educational procese..

The operational Selninar, which was at first intended,

within the framework of the Experimental World Liter-
acy Programme (EWLP); to be a means of explaining a
model of literacy training linked with development and
also a method of training and refresher training, has
evolved, just as the concept of functional literacy itself
has evolved. The more recent operational seminars seem
to concentrate increasingly on applied research and
normative experimentation. Much remain's to be said
on the subject of literacy and on the complex phenome-
non of illiteracy. There are still many grey areas. The op-
erationaln ar is coming to be seen more and more as
a partic ly useful means of throwing light on possible
alternatives to literacy and post-literacy operations as
hitherto defmed and practised.

There is no doubt that the operational seminar fOr- '
mula, as an.original and tested method of training, can _ .
be applied to other aspects of education, especially the
initial and in-service training of teaching staff, curricu-
lum and syllabous reform,preparation of teaching material,
development of learning methods etc. The formula
can also be-aPPlied to the stddy of Various problems
sitch as the effect of adult illiteracy on rural education
or the role of the village school in creating a literate
community by means of nonzformal activities.

Operational seminar methods tiaie already been suc-
cessfully applied to higher education.and other educa-
tional fields. In 1974, the Faculty of Medicine of the
Colombian National University organized an operational
seminar as part of a course on public health given by
the Department of Preventive Medicine. The Asian
Centre of Educational Innovation for Development
(ACEID), which is an integral part of the Unesco Re-°
gional Office for E'aucation in Asia (Bangkok), also orga-
nized an operational se in 1974 on edUcational in-
novation. This seminar en bled the local specialists to
draw up a set of teaching aterials relating to educational
technology, to prepare educational material on the
management of educational innovation and to draw up
suitable school curricula.

In conclusion, it can be said that the operational
seminar has its place within the context of the renewal
of education. It meets the requirements of those/ 52
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educators who are anxious to free education from cer-
tahi preconceived ideas, or from rigid or outmoded con-
ceptions, and to introduce into it a greater degree of re-
alism corresponding to the diversity of existing cultural,
social and econornicisituations.lt enables educators, by
their involvement in a creative movement, to contribute

s A
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to the task of defining the objectives, and remodelling
the content, of a type of education and training measur-
ing up to the constantly evoliing aspirations and needs
of a rapidly changing world a type of education and
training whose main objective must be man's adaptation

change and his control over it.



Appendix I

Some practical hints on organiiing
an operational seminar

1. Organizing committee

Experience has proved that it is advisable to set up an
organizing committee responsible for -detailed prepara-
tion of the technical and material aspects of an opera-
tional seminar. Once field work has started, errors ot
omissions may be identified but cannot be rectified. It
is essentialpiat all organizations participating in the op-
erational seminar be represented on the committee, par-
ticularly the organizations concerned with the develop-
ment scheme within which the educational and training
activities are taking place.

2. location of the operational seminar

.It is important that the seminar itself and the places
where the teams of participants NVill carry out their prac-
tical activities should be located in an area: directly af-
fected by the development project within which the lit-

, _

eiady work is to take place.
The choice of base of operations should take intO ac-,

count the need for accomodation for the participants
and .for the various installations required for the smooth
functioning of the seminar. It has been found advanta-
geous, in practide, to use the premises of a training centre
or teacher training school during holidays.

3. Choice of localities for practical activities

Localities selected for field activities in practice, vil-
lages or rural settlements should not be more than
eight to ten kilometres from base. They should be easily 4

accessible by car. It is desirable that literacy classes
should already be operating in the localities selected;
since shortage of time makes it difficult to organize new
classes during a seminar. Moreover, when classes already
exist, this allows the activities started during the seminar
to be continued after it has ended, which, for the local
population, is very important.

4. AecommodatiOn

It is esseritial that all the participants be able to live ac-
tually on the Premises where the seininar has its base and
have their meals there.

5. Premises and furniture

Provision must be made for : a spacious room for full
sessions of the seminar; a room for each team, for their
working meetings; a room for the administrative staff; a
room for the secretarial, staff; a room for the audio-
visual section; a room for the reproduction ctf.,clocu-
ments and reports. A sufficientpumber of bladcboards;
tables and'chairs must also be irovided. . A,,

-

6. Equipment and supplies

The secretarial, audio-visual and document reproduction
sections must be provided with the necessary equipment
and supplim

7. Transport

It is essential for each team to have the use of means of
transport giving them complete freedom of movement to
visit villages when they need to. The type of vehicle de-
pends on the number of participants in a team. A mini-
bus normally meets the need.

8. Staff requirements
_

a) Administration

The holding of an operational seminar usually raises a
large number of administrative problems. It is useful to
appoint an administrative officer to deal, on a day-to-
day basis, with all the problems that may arise, and he
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should be exempt fromall responsibility for the technical
side of the seminar operations.

b) Secretarial services

One qualified typist is needed per team.

c) Audio-visual section

The 'ideal arrangemenrwould be for eackteani to have
one graphic designer to prepare visual aids.

d) Document reproduction section

The dociiment 'production section must have sufficient
staff to be able to reproduce each tearn's various work-
ing documents and reports without delay.

9. Preparing of technicaLdoeuinentation

In order to facilitate the participants' work during the
initial phase of the operational seminar, it is useful for
two information documents to be available beforehand..
The first, relating-to the development scheme within
which the literacy training programme is taking place,
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should be prepared by someone responsible for the de-
velopment scheme, who should, if possible, introduce it ,

personnallyito e participants af the beginning of the
seminar. This ent should settout clearly the general
objectives of th evelopment scheme, its specific ob-
jectives, particul in relation to the region in which
the operational seminar is takingplace, programmes of
activities calling for.the participation of the local p9pu-
lation, the resources employed and the structures already
existing for the implementation of the scheme and
the e0anom1c, technical and socio-cultural problems
standing in its way. All this information is essential

ordey develop a development-oriented literacy
progdnme.

The second information document deals with existing
educational institutions, especially those connected with
adult education an0 literacy work. This document is in-
tended particularlyfor'the personnel of the development
programmes, who are not always familiar with the
educational system in operation. This documeni des-
cribes briefly the objectives of adult education, its, orga-
nization, its.staff and its progranimes, its teaching methods
and techniques, its relationship with development
activities and problems encountered during implementa-
tion of the programmes.
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..\Monday, day I.

\"--Morning
Plenary meeting

Appendix II

Specimen programme of activities of an
operational seminar on functional literacy

training linked with rural development

Opening meeting, introduction of par-
ticipants, general information oh the
operational seminar : problems and
working method's.

Afternoon
Plenary meeting Assignment of participants to
Team activity three multidisciplinary teams,

initial co.ntacts, internal orga-
nization of teams, appoint-
ment of team leaders and rap-
porteurs

Tuesday, day 2.

Morning
Plenary tk eeting Situating the literacy training programme

in the context of the dezielopment scheme
which forms the background to tbe opera-
tional seminar.
Presentation of their programmes by rep-
resentatilies of rural development agrncies:

general ,A).jectives, specific objectiN-s,
programme: of action, educational -,.--- ,
tivities problems encountered. in par-
ticular human factors with implications
for the execution of programmes

Discussion

Afternoon
Plenary meeting Discussion of the problems in

question with local representa-
tives of technical agencies

3,

Wednesday, day 3.

Morning
Plenary meeting Educational infra4tructure

Introductory'talk on educational institd=
tions and programmes intended for the
adult population
Discussion

Afternoon
Plenary meeting

Team activity

5 6

,

Study of tbe milieu
InforMation meeting on the com-
munities selected foi the opera-
tional seminar

Initial contacts and informations
meeting with local authorities
(village headmen, village corn-

, mittee, prominent members of
the community, etc.) and repre-
sentatives of the various village
technical units services
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A

Thursday da.4.
Morning
Team actiyity N.)Choice of s rvey methods and materials,

selection of target groups

-

Afternoon
Team activity Testing of the questionnaire or

of any other survey method on
the sample group

Friday, day 5.

Morning Afternoon
Team activity Revision of materials for.the study'of Team activity Study of the milieu :

the milieu - brief general study of the
milieu
in-depth study of the milieu,
in terms c,f the objectives and
problems ol the development
project

Saturday, day 6.
Morning Afternoon
Team activity - Sorting, tabulation, analysis and inter-

pretaticin of data (identification of
problems)

Plenary meeting Presentation of the weekly re-
port of each team
Exchange of views

Drafting of the general,study

Monday, day 8.

Morning Afternoon
Team activity - Discussion of the problems identified BuildingV a picture of the adult

- Establishment of an order of urgency Preparation of tests :
and priority in collaboration 'With tech-
nical_ services

tests of literacy, knowledge
and skills

- visual perception test

Tuesday, day 9.

Morning Afternooh
Team activity Testing Team activity - Testing

Sorting, analysis and interpreta-
tion of test results

- Drafting of conclusions

Wednesday. day 10.

Morning i Afternoon
Team activity The education programme

- Defming the objectives of technical and
vocational training and education

- Defining an educational strategy
Devising the education programme and
the sequence of teaching operations

Team activity Building up a picture of the in-
structor
-Pbservation of literacy classes
at work (in thetcommunities
selected).

- Interviews with instructors

Thursday, day 11.

Morning and
afternoon -

Team activity

58

Choice of e ucational methods and ma-
terials

' - Choice of sequence comprising three
or four literacy sessions, including :
objectives, content, technical and teach-
ing notes, educational material.
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Friday, day 12.

Morning and
afternoon
Team activity - Drafting of the teaching-sequence or

unit
- Production of teaching material

Briefing session for literaoy instnictors

Saturday, day 13.

Morning
Team activity - Drafting of the teaching sequence,or

unit (continued)
- Production of teaching material
(continued)

- Briefing session for literacy instnictors
(continued)

Afternoon
Plenary meeting - Presentation of weekly report

- Discusion of the basic principles
adopted for the drafting of the
educational strategy

Monday,day, 15

Morning
Team activity - Drafting of the teaching sequence or

unit (continued)
- Production of teaching material
.(continued)

- Briefing session for liteiacy workers
(continued)

Afternoon
Team activity Evaluation

Preparation of #valuation
methods :
- choice of indicators
- preparation of tests
- initial test

Tuesday, day 16.

Morning Afternoon
Team activity - Analysis of resul4 of the initial test - Team activity

- Briefing session for literacy workers
In the field : demonstration ses-
sion

- In the classroom : group dis-
cussion followed by exercises
in teading, writing or arithmetic

- Evaluation

Wednesday, day 17.

Morning
Team activity Briefmg session for literacy instnictors

Afternoon
Team activity - In the classroom : group dis-

cussion followed by exercises
in reading, writing and arithme-
tic

- Evaluation

Thursday, day 18.

Morning
Team activity

415.

Briefmg session for literacy instructors
Afternoon
Team activity - In the classroom : group dis-

cussion followed, by exercises
in reading, writing and arithmetic

- Evaluation

Friday, day 19.

Morning
Team activity Drafting of final conclusions

Afternoon
Plenary meeting Presentation of the final report

of each group

Saturday, day 20.

Plenary meeting Summing up and conclusions of the
operational seminar
Closing meeting
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Philippines
Poland
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Romania
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Singapore
Somalia
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Sri Lanka
Sudan
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Tanzania
Thailand
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Turkey
Uganda

U.S.S.R.
United Kingdom

United States
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Uruguay
Venezuelk

Yugoslavia
Zaire
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H.M. Stationery Office, P.O. Box 569, Loortion Stu 9NH; Government hdokpops; Lanclon, Belfast, Bir-
mingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh,,Manchester.
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Editorial Losada Uruguaya, Libreria Losada, Maldonado toga, Morrptvtned.
Libreria del Este avenida Francisco de Mirandi 52, Edif. Galipan, aparta4o,60537;CARAc-a2..,
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